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BLACK PARK SPATIAL PLAN

FOREWORD
Black Park is a gem within Buckinghamshire’s Green Infrastructure network, providing a valuable resource for the 
County’s residents, visitors from further afield, wildlife and the film/television industry. It has a unique and varied 
history and is an asset to be treasured and protected.

This spatial plan has been prepared to inform high level strategy for Black Park in both a local and regional context,  
and provides an overarching framework that will guide design, management and investment decisions over the 
next 50 years. It provides a baseline of where the park is today and a mechanism to identify, understand and 
respond to current and future pressures through positive proactive management.

This valuable piece of work provides a coherent vision for the future of the park and a record of the data sources 
and options considered during the development of the plan. It will guide the development and maintenance 
of existing landscape features and infrastructure, as well as provide a road map for the introduction of new 
interventions in the park to add value for visitors, enhance the landscape and aesthetic quality, and further 
generation of income. 

Tim Williams, Team Leader - Country Parks
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This report has been prepared by The Environment Partnership for Buckinghamshire County Council Country Parks 
team. 
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CONTENTS
The Spatial Plan report is divided into three parts:

Part A - Context
Sections A1-A3 provide summary results of the 
data collection and analysis stage of the project, 
identifying the factors within the Regional, Local and 
Site contexts that have informed the development of 
the Spatial Plan.

Part B - Spatial Plan
Sections B1-B6 constitute the Spatial Plan itself, from 
the high level vision and strategic objectives, through 
the definition of zones and character areas, to the 
detailed intervention plan and table. 

Part C - Next Steps
Sections C1-C3 set out recommendations on the 
development of supporting strategies and plans (e.g. 
Landscape Management Plan, Materials Palette and 
Design Code), and the implementation of the Spatial 
Plan.
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INTRODUCTION 

The Spatial Plan project
In July 2019 Buckinghamshire County Council’s (BCC) 
Country Parks Team commissioned The Environment 
Partnership (TEP) Ltd - supported by Planning Solutions 
Consulting (PSC) Ltd - to develop a Spatial Plan for Black 
Park Country Park and, as part of the work, to collate, map 
and analyse data on key landscape features, patterns of use 
and visitor experience. 

The Spatial Plan project has been guided by the following 
objectives:
 
• To collate, map and analyse data on key landscape 

features, their condition and patterns of use;
• To analyse existing information on the experience of 

visitors and other users;
• To identify existing pressure points, areas of conflict, 

possible future threats and gaps in management 
practices;

• To develop a clear vision for the landscape and to agree 
some strategic objectives covering visitors’ experience 
of the landscape, landscape management and nature 
conservation; 

• To prepare a Spatial Plan to guide decision making on 
future projects and actions; and 

• To make recommendations for the development of 
landscape management practices to support the delivery 
of the identified projects and actions.

The key stages of the project and outputs from each stage 
are set out in the diagram above. The development of the 
Spatial Plan has been informed by (i) an extensive desk 
review of data provided by the Country Parks team and 
other publicly available information and reports; (ii) a series 
of site surveys to test/verify existing data and to collect 

new information; and (iii) two full-day workshops with staff 
working at all levels and across all disciplines within the 
Country Parks team. The full results of the data collection 
and analysis phase of the project, including the workshops, 
are captured in separate reports.

Scope and use
The Spatial Plan will be used by the Country Parks team to 
guide future decision making on infrastructure improvements 
and new projects. It will help to ensure that development 
is well planned, timely, coherent and in keeping with the 
character of the park.

The plan takes into account data collected by the Country 
Parks team (e.g. visitor experience surveys) and other 
studies commissioned to inform the future development 
of the park. This includes the Feasibility Study undertaken 
by PSC Ltd in 2017[1], which assessed future product 
opportunities to enhance the visitor experience and income 
generation potential at Black Park.

The interventions identified within the Spatial Plan are 
primarily focused on the period up to 2040, but the plan 
aims to set out a vision and strategic direction for the park 
which can be used to guide longer-term decision making up 
to 2070.

1. INCEPTION 2a. DATA 
COLLECTION

2b. DATA ANALYSIS

• On-site infrastructure 
survey (location & 
quality).

• On-site survey of visitor 
numbers and flows.

• Staff experience.
• Pressure points.
• Visitor flows.
• Visitor priorities.
• Gaps in management 

practices.
• Constraints and 

opportunities.

July 2019 August

• Collation of data held by 
the Country Parks team 
(inc. visitor surveys and 
landscape management 
plans). 

• Site visit.

Project work stages

September

Workshop 01

1 Black Park - Feasibility Study, 2017, Planning Solutions Consulting Ltd
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DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS

Structure
The Spatial Plan provides a concise package of statements, 
plans and tabular information, which together set out the 
vision for the park up to 2070, and the strategy for the 
delivery of interventions for the period 2020-2040. 

The Spatial Plan provides a framework to guide decision 
making. Its successful implementation will require (i) it’s 
consistent application across the park, (ii) periodic review 
and update to take account of progress and changes within 
the park and the locale, and (iii) the development of a wider 
suite of documents to support its delivery. These other 
documents will include:

• Site-wide Landscape Management Plan;
• A design code and materials palette; and
• Operational plans and procedures.

Recommendations on the development of these supporting 
documents are set-out in Section C of this report.

REGIONAL CONTEXT

ZONES & CHARACTER AREAS

INTERVENTIONS

3. VISION & 
STRATEGIC OBJS.

4. IDENTIFY 
INTERVENTIONS

5. PREPARE 
SPATIAL PLAN

• Spatial Plan timeframe.
• Spatial Plan phasing.
• Spatial Plan structure.
• Long-term vision for the 

landscape.
• Strategic objectives 

required to deliver the 
vision.

• Review of existing 
planned interventions.

• Identification of new 
interventions.

• Screening and 
categorisation of 
interventions.

• Review with Country 
Parks team staff.

• Site, local and regional 
context

• Zones & Character 
Areas

• Interventions - 
description, location, 
timeframe and 
interdependencies.

• Next steps.

September October November / December

Workshop 01 Workshop 02
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A1. BLACK PARK TODAY
This section of the report provides a summary of the 
results of the data collection and analysis phase of the 
project. It also introduces some of the key points raised 
during the two full-day workshop sessions held with the 
Country Parks team.

Full results from the data collection and analysis 
work undertaken, including a record of the first data 
gathering workshop, have been reported separately.

8
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Historic development
Black Park is part of the historic Langley Estate, which was 
first mentioned in the historic record in the 13th Century. 
The land formed part of Fulmershe Heath, heathland being 
prevalent in the area at the time. From at least 1607, the 
area of Black Park was divided from the formally managed 
Langley Park side of the estate by a fence.

During the 18th Century the land now forming Black Park 
was drained and planted with coniferous trees. At some 
point Black Pine (Pinus nigra) was introduced as a timber 
tree, from which the park derived its name. Commercial 
forestry remained the dominant use in the early part of the 
20th Century, and during World War I the park was a base 
for troops from the Canadian Forestry Regiment.

After the end of World War II, Buckinghamshire County 
Council acquired the freehold to the land from the Langley 
Estate, and in 1970 Black Park became one of the first 
sites in England to be designated as a Country Park. Until 
the 1980s, the park continued to operate primarily as a 
commercial forest, with the transition towards a more visitor 
orientated space taking place during the 1980s and 1990s. 
This transition saw the introduction of a play area, toilets, a 
visitor centre and offices, and an education centre.

Black Park has been used as a filming location for many 
famous films and television productions. Pinewood studios 
sits immediately adjacent to Black Park, and since the 
studios first opened in the 1930s, film crews have used the 
park as a venue for filming. In the 1950s to 1970s, the Park 
was a key location for a number of Hammer Horror Films, 
and more recently the park has been used as a location in a 
number of Bond films and the Harry Potter series.

The varied history of the park, from its heathland origins, 
through commercial forestry to its current recreation and 
nature conservation focus, have created a landscape 
of mixed character with a patchwork of habitats. The 
relationship with Pinewood Studios and the parks unique 
history as a filming location for world renowned films adds 
a further layer of interest and mystique to the landscape. 
This diverse history is born out through the curious and 
evocative place names scattered throughout the park, e.g. 
Dark Wood, Fulmershe Heath, Goldfinger Ride, The Potato 
Patch, Starfruit Pond.

BLACK PARK, 1900

BLACK PARK, 1988

9
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Ecology
The site consists predominantly of mixed and coniferous 
woodland, with reasonably large areas of lowland heath to 
the north, and a narrow band of wet woodland along the 
feeder stream that extends north-west from the lake.

The central area of lowland heath (“The Old Heath”) and the 
mature Alder Carr at the southern end of the wet woodland 
are both designated as Sites of Special Scientific Interest 
(SSSI). The SSSI citation[2] for Black Park notes that both 
habitats are rare in the county and support specialised 
communities of plants and animals. For example, the areas 
of wet heath are home to good numbers of the nationally 
rare Roesel’s bush cricket, and the Alder Carr includes areas 
of water-logged sphagnum bog.

The SSSI areas form part of a wider Local Nature Reserve  
(LNR) designation that also encompasses the lake reedbed 
to the south, the semi-natural wet woodland just to the north 
of the Alder Carr, and the mixed woodlands to the north and 
east of the old heath. The mixed woodlands to the far north 
of the site (“Strawberry Wood”) include a diverse range of 
trees, hazel coppice, glades, grassy path edges, fallen and 
standing deadwood and small ponds, which make the area 
particularly valuable for nature conservation

Black Park Lake is a six hectare waterbody that is fed by 
a combination of the stream to the northeast and several 
springs that rise in the lakebed. It provides good habitat for 
resident and over wintering waterfowl.

Landscape character
Black Park is blessed with a great diversity of landscape 
character areas, which create a wonderful space to 
meet and socialise, as well as providing visitors genuine 
opportunities to escape urban life and connect with nature.

To the south and east, the landscape is dominated by Black 
Park Lake and the surrounding mixed woodlands. The 
character of the lake changes markedly from the south, 
where visitors can experience open views north-east across 
the lake, to the north where views of the lake are reduced 
to glimpses through mature Alder Carr and across reedbed. 
This transition from exposed to enclosed landscapes is also 
present as visitors travel north along Peace Road, Queens 
Drive and Heathland Ride. Here the avenues created between 
mature broadleaved and coniferous woodland give way to 
open vistas across heathland.

The central plantation coniferous woodlands include the area 
of Dark Wood, where stands of Black Pine tower over the 
forest tracks below. These create a unique atmosphere that 
is loved equally by visitors and film makers.

To the north and eastern boundaries of the park mixed 
woodlands dominate. With the exception of intermittent noise 
from Pinewood Studios and Park Lodge Quarry, these areas 
offer the opportunity to escape the crowds for a tranquil 
woodland walk or cycle at all times of year.

A photo survey of the park is provided on the following 
page with references included on the plan opposite.

POND AT WOODLAND EDGE MATURE PINE WOODLAND

10 2 Black Park SSSI citation; Natural England; https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk
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LAND COVER AND DESIGNATIONS
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18 Photo reference

Reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office. Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data © Crown 
copyright 2020. All rights reserved. Licence number 0100031673.
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02. CAR PARK

06. GOAPE NETS COURSE

10. LAKESIDE ICE CREAM KIOSK

14. FOXES GUTTER

05. KIOSK

09. CAFE AND TERRACE

13. BLACK PINES CAMP - FOREST SCHOOL

01. CAR PARK  ENTRANCE

Existing site images

12
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03. CAR PARK - SECONDARY PARK ACCESS

07. LAKE EDGE NORTH-WEST

11. EMMA SALLIS PLAYGROUND

15. BILLET WALK

04. MAIN ENTRANCE

08. LAKE SOUTH - VIEW NORTH

12. FOXLEYS COPSE PICNIC AREA

16. THE POTATO PATCH

13
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18. OPEN SPACE

22. EASTERN BOUNDARY WOODLANDS

26. STRAWBERRY WOOD NR FULMER COMMON ROAD

30. LAKE NORTH - VIEW SOUTH

21. PEACE ROAD TALL PINES

25. FIVE POINTS

29. QUEENS DRIVE LARCH

17. DARK WOOD CLEARING

Existing site images cont.

14
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19. GRAVEL PLATEAU

23. BLACK PARK LINK PATH

27. HEATHLAND NORTH-WEST

31. ALDER CARR

20. HAMMER DRIVE EAST

24. PEACE ROAD NORTH

28. HAMMER DRIVE WEST

32. LAKE NORTH-EAST

15
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Visitor numbers today
Between 2002/3 and 2018/19 visitor numbers to Black 
Park increased from 313,363 to 651,905[3]. This is a 208% 
increase over 17 years, equivalent to an average yearly 
increase of 6.35%. The rate of growth increased significantly 
during the period 2013/14 to 2016/17, driven in part by the 
expansion of activities offered by GoApe and the Country 
Park’s team (e.g. Forest School). However in the last two 
years growth has slowed somewhat, with visitor numbers 
falling very slightly in 2017/18 before returning to an upward 
trend in 2018/19 (1.8% increase).

A break-down of visitor numbers by month for the most 
recent full year (2018/19), illustrates the seasonal variations 
in visitor numbers. Numbers stay relatively high (>55,000) 
across the spring, summer and early autumn months, 
before dropping to a low of approx. 38,500 visitors during 
November and December. Although the seasonal variation 
in visitor numbers is clear, there remains a solid base of 
visitors throughout the year.  

Projected visitor numbers
Population statistics published by Buckinghamshire County 
Council[4] indicate that the population of the County in 2016 
was 534,720. Projections of population change to 2037[5] 
indicate that the population of the county is projected to 
increase to 600,700 by 2037, a 12.3% rise on the 2016 
figure. 

Although the speed of growth in visitor numbers has slowed 
in recent years, it is anticipated that the upward trend will 
continue over the next 10-20 years. The precise scale and 
speed of growth in visitor numbers over this period, will 
be influenced by a range of external and internal factors, 
including:

GRAPH - VISITOR NUMBERS 
2018/19 BY MONTH

BLACK PARK ANNUAL VISITOR NUMBERS FOR THE PERIOD 2002/03 - 2018/19 BLACK PARK MONTHLY VISITOR NUMBERS FOR 2018/19 

• New housing within the park’s catchment area;
• Improved access (public transport, cycle and on foot);
• Growing interest in healthy lifestyles, connecting with 

nature, life-long learning and increasing concern for the 
environment;

• Car parking capacity and the capacity of key attractions 
during peak periods;

• The continued operation of existing visitor attractions; 
and

• New visitor facilities and attractions.

Visitor concentrations and flows
At the start of the project, the Country Parks team provided 
visitor maps marked up to show the hierarchy of paths 
based on their experience of numbers of visitors using them. 
To test this data, two-days of survey work were undertaken 
on Thursday 15th and Saturday 24th August. Numbers of 
visitors using paths at 10 locations throughout the park 
were recorded. These survey locations and the updated path 
hierarchy results are illustrated in the plan opposite. The 
colours correspond to use as follows:  
 
• Very high – always in use regardless of the time of day or 

year. Could expect in excess of 1000 visitor movements per 
day at the busiest times of year.

• High – always in use regardless of the time of day or year. 
May expect in excess of 500 visitor movements per day at the 
busiest times of year.

• Medium – Used on a regular basis at all times of year. May 
expect in excess of 100 visitor movements per day at the 
busiest times of year.

• Low – Infrequent daily use. May expect 10s of visitor 
movements per day throughout the year, but unlikely to 
exceed 100 visitor movements even at the busiest times.

• Very low - Rarely used at any time of year.

16

3 Black Park Visitor Numbers 2002/03 - 2018/19; Buckinghamshire County Council
4 Buckinghamshire’s demography 2016; Buckinghamshire County Council (2017)
5 Buckinghamshire Population Projections; Office for National Statistics (2014)
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HIERARCHY OF PATHS BASED ON VISITOR NUMBERS

Reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office. Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data © Crown 
copyright 2020. All rights reserved. Licence number 0100031673.
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Main entrance

Lake overflow

Emma Sallis play area

Ron Owen’s crossroads

South-eastern park entrance

Open space (South)

Peace Road / Hammer Drive

Queens Drive / Heathland Ride

Five points

Fulmer Common Road
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Filming
As noted above, Black Park is regularly used as a location 
for filming. The plan on the facing page identifies the primary 
filming locations and the main film crew access routes. 
Access is either via Peace Road which runs north-south 
between the Uxbridge Road (A412) and Red Oak Avenue, or 
through the main car park and Queens Drive. The areas most 
popular with film crews are the areas around the lake, the 
open space and the woodlands to either side of Peace Road 
and Queens Drive. For large productions, the Gravel Plateau 
just to the north of the Open Space can serve as either 
a storage area or as a location for the construction of a 
specific set. The combination of a large area of hardstanding 
surrounded by mature mixed and coniferous woodlands is 
ideally suited to both purposes. 

The UK film industry is currently booming. Consequently, 
demand for the park as a filming location is anticipated to 
rise over the coming years. Large film productions can have 
a major impact on the park, with significant areas fenced 
off, extensive car parking (e.g. on the open space), regular 
traffic along access routes and intermittent noise and visual 
intrusion. These factors all require careful management 
by the Country Parks team. There are also concerns to 
be addressed over the long-term impact of filming on the 
environment, particularly tree health.

Forest school
The Country Parks team run Forest School sessions for 
toddlers and pre-schoolers under the banner “Tots Go 
Wild”. These sessions are run from Black Pines Camp, 
an area of woodland just to the south-east of the Country 
Parks team offices. This location is relatively secluded, 

which provides a sense of remoteness that adds to the 
Forest School experience, whilst being sufficiently close to 
the offices to support management. The site is also close 
to other facilities including the toilets and main cafe. The 
primary disadvantage of the location is that it is more than 
0.5km walk from the main car park. It can be difficult to find 
for newcomers, tiring for toddlers, and for school groups a 
proportion of the allocated session time is spent transferring 
children from the car park. 

Tots Go Wild sessions are held twice a week during term 
time, with each session attended by a maximum of 22 
children. During April-October 2019 a total of 361 children 
attended these sessions. The Country Parks team is keen to 
expand provision of Forest School sessions for both children 
and adults. 

Events & organised groups
In addition to Forest School sessions, the Country Parks 
team run events throughout the year. These include a week-
long self-led trail in school holidays, bespoke themed trails 
(e.g. the Halloween Terror Trail), open air cinema, Santa’s 
grotto, and themed sessions run by external providers (e.g. 
Awesome Animal Handling).

Several organised groups also use the park, including 
ParkRun who organise a 5km run on Saturdays, Black 
Park model boat club, which is located adjacent to the lake 
overflow, and the Black Park volunteer group who support 
rangers with conservation tasks on a weekly basis. 

SMALL FILM SET, JUNE 2019 FOREST SCHOOL
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FILMING WITHIN BLACK PARK

Reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office. Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data © Crown 
copyright 2020. All rights reserved. Licence number 0100031673.
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Experience of staff
In September 2019 a workshop was held with staff to 
discuss the Spatial Plan project and to draw on their 
experience of working in the park. A full cross-section of 
staff attended including the Head of Country Parks and 
Rights of Way, members of the ranger teams from Black 
Park and the adjacent Langley Park, and the Country Parks’ 
Customer & Commercial and Project Development officers.

In the lead up to the workshop and during the session 
itself, participants were asked to respond to a series of 
questions designed to draw out their knowledge of the site 
and experiences of working there. The full results of the 
workshop have been documented in a separate report. The 
main points are summarised below.

Strengths and opportunities
Workshop participants were asked to identify:

• Their favourite locations in the park;
• Any areas within the park that they would consider to be 

hidden gems;
• Areas of the park that might warrant enhanced 

protection; and
• Areas of the park that might be under-utilised.

The following conclusions were drawn from the responses 
provided by staff:

• Staff members’ favourite locations were spread widely 
across the park highlighting the quality and diversity of 
the landscape.

• Staff generally favoured locations away from the busiest 

entrance, GoApe and lakeside areas.
• The large extent and diversity of woodland distinguishes 

the park from other parks in the county. 
• The park’s fundamental character/beauty is created by 

the variety and mix of landscape types it contains.
• The mature trees are priceless (e.g. Douglas and Grand 

Fir along Peace Road, Oaks along the eastern boundary 
or the Scots Pine rising above the primary canopy 
around the lake).

• The heathland provides a wild look and feel, which 
contrasts beautifully with the adjacent woodlands.

• Hidden gems must be protected in order to remain 
gems, even if greater attention is drawn to them.

• The areas north of the main entrance along Queens 
Drive and those along the eastern park boundary were 
identified by a number of staff members as under-
utilised spaces.

• The areas of lake, wet woodland, mixed woodland and 
heathland within the LNR and SSSI designations were 
identified by many as priorities for protection.

• Foxes Gutter and Fulmershe Heath were flagged as two 
areas outside of the formal designations warranting 
increased protection for nature conservation.

Together the responses provided were used to guide the 
identification of Opportunity Areas, i.e. areas of the site 
where interventions or enhanced protections might deliver 
improvements in visitor experience, landscape quality or 
nature conservation value.

VIEW FROM NORTHERN END OF THE LAKE AFTER VEGETATION CLEARANCE REMOVING THE COWS FROM THE HEATH
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Weaknesses and threats
Staff at the workshop were asked to identify:

• Their least favourite locations in the park;
• Areas of the park that might be considered “pressure 

points”; and
• Areas of the park that cause them most difficulties in 

their jobs;

The following conclusions were drawn from the responses 
provided by staff:

• Staff members’ least favourite locations were far less 
widely spread than their favourite places. Most staff 
identified the main park entrance and car park, and the 
areas to the south of the lake around the cafe as their 
least favourite spots. These areas also featured highly 
in the locations identified by staff as “pressure points” 
and areas that cause them difficulties in their job. This 
reflects how busy these locations can get, and how 
much time rangers need to spend checking toilets, 
enforcing restrictions (e.g. dogs on leads, no swimming 
etc.) and addressing damage to infrastructure caused by 
high usage (e.g. filling potholes in the car park). 

• The lay-bys along the Uxbridge Road (A412) to the 
south and Fulmer Common Road to the north were 
highlighted as both least favourite locations and difficult 
areas for staff. This reflects issues with anti-social 
behaviour, littering, fly-tipping, as well difficulties 
managing these areas due to their relative isolation.

• It was widely felt that the main entrance to the park from 
Black Park Road and the transition from the car park to 

the park proper did not provide a welcome in keeping 
with the quality of the park beyond.

• Outside of the main entrance and lakeside zone, the 
areas around the open space, Dark Woods and the 
Peace Road / Hammer Drive junction were flagged as 
areas of conflict between filming and recreational uses.

Vision and strategic objectives
Workshop participants were asked to identify the key 
characteristics that describe how they would like the parks to 
be in 50 years time, and the actions required to deliver this 
vision? Specifically, participants were asked to consider the 
fundamental character of the park, how people would use it, 
and its operation and management. Key characteristics were 
identified as follows:

• The parks fundamental character/beauty is created by 
the variety of landscape types it contains.

• The core lakeside area will remain a place to eat, 
socialise and play.

• The focus for areas away from the lake should be health 
& well-being and nature conservation.

• Balancing visitor needs, filming and nature conservation 
will be a key challenge.

• Over a 50 year timeframe, retaining the park’s iconic 
landscapes (e.g. treed avenues) will require flexibility 
and long-term planting and landscape management 
strategies.

The output from these discussions was taken away and 
further developed to form the vision and strategic objectives 
set out in Sections B2 and B3 below. 

RANGER REPAIRS TO ALICE’S TREEHOUSE FILM CREW IN THE MAIN CAR PARK
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A2. REGIONAL CONTEXT
This section of the report provides information on Black 
Park’s position relative to nearby urban centres and the 
regional green infrastructure network within which it 
sits. It also considers the likely implications for the park 
of key regional infrastructure and development projects, 
including Heathrow Expansion, High Speed 2 and new 
housing.
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Regional connectivity
Black Park is located close to several major urban centres, 
including Slough to the south-west, the areas around 
Heathrow to the south-east and the western edge of Greater 
London, including Uxbridge and Hillingdon to the east.

Private car is the dominant means of transport by which 
visitors reach Black Park. Visitor research undertaken by 
PSC Ltd in 2016[6], notes that 95.5% of the respondents 
surveyed travelled to the park by car, with only just under 
2% walking and 2.4% arriving by bicycle. The site is easily 
accessible by car. The A412 which runs to the south of the 
park links Black Park to Slough and Uxbridge (both approx. 
15mins drive) with easy onward links to the M4 and M25. 
Although Black Park car park gets close to capacity on very 
busy days, staff feedback suggests that it is not yet a limiting 
factor on visitor numbers.

Public transport links with the park are very poor, with 
the only bus stop accessible via a safe footpath being on 
Swallow Street in nearby Iver Heath. This bus stop is served 
by the number 3 bus, which provides a regular 7-day a week 
service between Slough and Uxbridge. However, the 1.95km 
walk to the lakeside cafe and the £5.00 adult single fare 
from Slough (Oct 2019), makes travelling to the park by bus 
unattractive.

As illustrated in the plan on the following page, there are a 
number of local, regional and national pedestrian and cycle 
routes that pass close to the park. These include National 
Cycle Network Route 61, the London Loop and Beeches Way 
long distance paths, the Colne Valley Trail and local leisure 
cycle routes connecting the park with other major green 
spaces to the west. However, accessing Black Park via these 
routes is difficult and hazardous, with all of them requiring 
cyclists and pedestrians to cross the busy A412 Uxbridge 
Road, either from Langley Park or slightly further to the 
east in Iver Heath. The absence of a safe bridge, subway or 
controlled crossing is believed to be off-putting for most.

The improvement of cycle, pedestrian and public transport 
connectivity is a key concern within the Colne and Crane 
Valley Green Infrastructure Strategy (September 2019)
[7] and the All London Green Grid River - Colne and Crane 
Area Framework 10[8]. Both identify the provision of a safe 
crossing between Black Park and Langley Park as key to 
enabling car-free access and opening up Black Park to 
new audiences. A number of opportunities are identified in 
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these documents to address the poor connectivity, and in 
the longer term (5-10 years) it is anticipated that sufficient 
pressure will build to deliver the required improvements. 

Regional infrastructure projects
The proposed Heathrow Expansion and the route for High 
Speed 2 (HS2) are both within 7km of Black Park. They are 
two of the biggest civil engineering projects in Europe and, 
as noted in the recently published Colne and Crane Valley 
Green Infrastructure Strategy, are likely to cause significant 
cumulative effects on the landscape in the region. 

In August 2019, the UK Government announced an 
Independent Review into the HS2 programme with some 
doubts raised about whether the project will progress in 
its current form. Should it go ahead, Phase 1 of HS2 will 
not have a direct impact on Black Park, with the route and 
associated landscape and habitat mitigation works being 
some distance from the park. Any influence on the Country 
Parks will likely be limited to potential improvements to 
recreational routes that may in turn improve linkages within 
the Colne Valley Regional Park, including to Black Park.

The north-west expansion of Heathrow airport is currently 
UK Government Policy. The expansion masterplan[9] 
includes for a third runway to the north-west of the existing 
airport (see plan below). The current timeline allows for 
construction to start in 2021, with the third runway being 
operational by 2026.

The expansion of Heathrow could have a range of direct 
impacts on Black Park, including additional traffic on nearby 
roads with associated air pollution, and increased aircraft 
noise that may impact on visitors’ and potentially also 
film crews’ use and enjoyment of the park. However, the 
expansion may also present opportunities for Black Park. 
For example, the expansion masterplan document notes in 
relation to mitigation works, that there may be “opportunities 
to deliver projects focussed on improving biodiversity...
within the wider landscape”. Sites within or adjacent to the 
park may be suitable for such projects.

Planned housing
South Bucks District Council is the Local Planning Authority 
(LPA) within which Black Park is located. Planning Services 
within South Bucks District Council and Chiltern District 
Council (located to the north) work as a joint team. They 
have recently prepared the Draft Chiltern and South Bucks 

6 Visitor Survey Report - Black Park, Denham Country Park and Langley Park; PSC Ltd (2017)
7 Colne and Crane Valley Green Infrastructure Strategy; Colne Valley Regional Park & Crane Valley Partnership (2019)
8 All London Green Grid - Colne and Crane Area Framework; Greater London Authority (2011)
9 Preferred Masterplan; Heathrow Airport Ltd (2019)
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Local Plan 2036[10] which was submitted for independent 
examination on 20th September 2019. 

The Draft Local Plan sets out the Local Housing Need 
(LHN) across the two authorities, identifying that within the 
plan period a total of 15,260 homes are required to meet 
the needs of a growing population. The Chiltern and South 
Bucks Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment 
(HELAA)[11] identifies sites considered available, suitable and 
viable to meet part of the LHN. Five of these sites are located 
within 5km of Black Park and one, just to the west side of 
Iver Heath, is only separated from the park by Pinewood 
Road and Park Lodge Quarry. Together these five sites 
include provision for 3,250 new homes, with the Iver Heath 
site providing approximately 360 of these. 

Slough Borough Council, the LPA for the area immediately 
south of South Bucks, is also in the process of preparing a 
new Local Plan to guide development in Slough through to 
2036. As part of the Local Plan review process the Council 
produced an Issues and Options Document[12], which 
identified that it would not be possible to accommodate 
all of Slough’s housing and employment needs within the 
Borough. The Council have therefore considered a number of 
other options for meeting their housing needs. One of these 
involves the northern expansion of Slough into the South 
Bucks District Council area. The Council commissioned 
Atkins to produce a high level plan to illustrate how a 
northern expansion of up to 10,000 homes could address 
the potential shortfall[13]. The study area (shown on the plan 
opposite) extends north from Slough up to the southern 
edge of Langley Park. Such an expansion would clearly have 
a major impact on both Langley and Black Park.

N.B The Slough Northern Extension report was published 
in September 2017. Chiltern and South Bucks District 
Councils and Buckinghamshire County Council have 
issued comments and position statements noting that 
the Councils do not agree with the approach being taken 
by Slough Borough Council regarding its aspirations for a 
Northern Extension.

Whether the Slough Northern expansion, or something 
similar, progresses within the next 20 years is uncertain. 
However, it is clear that there is a substantial need for new 
homes in the vicinity of Black Park, and that this will further 
drive demand for access to high quality green spaces like 
Black Park.

10 Draft Chiltern and South Bucks Local Plan 2036; Chiltern District Council & South Bucks District Council (2019)
11 Chiltern and South Bucks Housing and Economic Needs Assessment 2019; Opinion Research Services (2019)
12 Review of the Local Plan for Slough - Issues and Options Consultation Document; Slough Borough Council (2017)
13 Slough Northern Extension; Slough Borough Council (2017)
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REGIONAL CONTEXT PLAN - INFRASTRUCTURE & HOUSING

Reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office. Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data © Crown 
copyright 2020. All rights reserved. Licence number 0100031673.
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A3. LOCAL CONTEXT
This section of the report describes current access 
routes into the park, adjacent land uses and the 
relationship between Black Park and Langley Park, 
which lies immediately to the south on the other side of 
the Uxbridge Road. 

These arrangements and relationships are key to 
understanding current patterns of use within the park 
and the opportunities to relieve points of pressure and 
develop the offer within Black Park in the future.
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Access
The main visitor entrance to Black Park is via the main car 
park located off Black Park Road. As described above, the 
vast majority of visitors arrive at the park by car and so this 
access is key to the quality of the welcome provided to most 
visitors. 

Multiple other pedestrian access points are located around 
the perimeter of the park. These include:

• Footpaths linking lay-bys on Fulmer Common Road with 
the northern section of the park;

• The permissive Black Park Link Path, which lies at the 
southern boundary of Pinewood Studios and provides 
access to the eastern side of the park; 

• Two points of access along the southern park boundary 
- one at the south-east corner of the park and the other 
at the southern end of Peace Road.

These entry points are used primarily by local residents 
arriving on foot and those parking in the perimeter lay-bys to 
avoid car park charges. The significance of the entrances to 
the east and south will likely increase if new housing to the 
west of Iver Heath moves forward in line with the Local Plan, 
and if the proposed new cycle and pedestrian connections 
identified in the All London Green Grid and Colne and 
Crane Valley Green Infrastructure Strategy documents are 
progressed.

Adjacent land use
Buckinghamshire County Council owns the freehold to a 
number of parcels of land immediately adjacent to Black 
Park. These include land immediately to the west of the park, 
which forms the Rowley Farm tenancy, and a small parcel of 
land to the south-east corner of the site, which is currently 
leased and used as a paddock for horses. 

Land along the eastern boundary of the park is occupied 
by Pinewood studios and Park Lodge Quarry. In 2016 
Pinewood Studios completed their third major expansion, 
with 100,000m2 of new facilities. This provides a very strong 
signal that the film industry locally will continue to grow. This 
is likely to further increase interest in the use of Black Park 
as a location for film and television productions.

Park Lodge Quarry lies immediately south of Pinewood 
Studios. The quarry is run by Brett Aggregates and has 
been operational since the mid-2000s. The Quarry is now 

nearing the end of its life, with restoration of the site back 
to farmland due to complete in 2020. This parcel of land 
provides an important buffer between the residential areas of 
Iver Heath and the park (see photo below), the significance 
of which will further increase if housing is developed on the 
western edge of Iver Heath. The Spatial Plan assumes that 
the buffer will be retained as farmland or equivalent.

BLACK PATH LINK PATH

VIEW WEST FROM PINEWOOD ROAD TOWARDS BLACK PARK
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Langley Park

Langley Park Country Park lies immediately to the south of 
Black Park on the other side of the Uxbridge Road (A412). 
Buckinghamshire County Council acquired the park in 1945 
along with Black Park and Rowley Farm. 53 hectares of 
the land owned by the Council is designated Country Park, 
with a large proportion of the remainder let as agricultural 
tenancies.

A large area of the Country Park is listed Grade II on English 
Heritage’s Register of Parks and Gardens of Special Historic 
Interest. This reflects that, unlike at Black Park, large parts  
of layout of Langley Park originate from historic designed 
landscapes, some elements of which are credited to the 
influence of the great English landscape designer Lancelot 
‘Capability’ Brown. The historic elements include the Temple 
Gardens, the Lake, the Arboretum and other designed tree 
plantings, and the vistas - including the major vista from the 
Temple Gardens towards Windsor Castle.
 
No areas of the Park carry formal nature conservation 
designations, but the Park has a rich ecology, with records 
for protected species (e.g. bats and badgers). The Park is 
particularly important for saproxylic coleoptera (deadwood 
beetles) associated with its veteran trees.

Langley park currently attracts approximately 215,000 
visitors per year[14]. This is less than a third of the numbers 
visiting Black Park. The reasons behind this variation were 
discussed during the project workshop with staff from both 
parks. The following points were raised:

• Family loyalty to the parks plays a key role;
• The full offer in Langley Park is perhaps less well 

advertised than in Black Park;
• There is no equivalent to GoApe within Langley Park and 

the play offer is more limited;
• The Country Parks team currently has a greater focus on 

attracting families with kids, and Black Park is perhaps 
better suited to this demographic; and

• Langley Park is closely associated with Langley Village 
to the south, and is therefore viewed differently by the 
wider local population.

As described in Section A2 above, the A412 is a significant 
barrier to pedestrian and cycle movement between the two 
parks, and therefore there is very little sharing of visitors.

14 Langley Park Visitor Numbers 2010/11 - 2018/19; Buckinghamshire County Council28
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LOCAL CONTEXT PLAN 

Reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office. Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data © Crown 
copyright 2020. All rights reserved. Licence number 0100031673.
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B1. SPATIAL PLAN STRUCTURE

30

The Spatial Plan project was instigated because of 
a concern that new projects were being progressed 
without a coherent site-wide strategy to tie them 
together, and that the approach to landscape 
management was overly reliant on the knowledge 
and skills of individuals and teams rather than being 
founded on a documented long-term plan. To address 
these concerns, the Spatial Plan breaks the park 
down into a series of smaller geographical units 
designed to support both strategic site-wide decision 
making and the co-ordinated delivery of individual 
projects and landscape management actions. These 
units are zones, character areas and linear routes. 
Each is described on the following pages.
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Zones
The Spatial Plan splits the site down into three zones - core, 
intermediate and outer. These zones reflect a combination 
of physical travel distance from the park’s main entrance, 
visitor numbers, the nature and intensity of use and 
conservation status. The zones provide the opportunity to 
assess, at a strategic level, the suitability of interventions 
and management approaches against these key 
characteristics. The table below provides some examples 
of how the zones can influence strategic site-wide decision 
making.

CORE INTER OUTER

Recreation Intensive Active Quiet

Visitor Nos. High Medium Low

Management Intensive & 
Visitor orientated

Semi-intensive
Conservation 

focussed

Infrastructure
High level of
provision & 
high wear

Medium level of 
provision & 

medium wear

Low level  of
provision & 

medium wear

Filming Main filming 
area

Main filming 
area

Restricted 
access

Character areas
The zones described above provide a structure for strategic 
site-wide decision making. However, each zone is not 
sufficiently homogeneous to guide the design of individual or 
groups of interventions, or to inform the setting of practical 
landscape management priorities and actions. To address 
this diversity 12 character areas have been defined. Each 
character area shows a high degree of consistency in land 
cover, landscape character, the type and intensity of use and 
nature conservation designations.

The full extents of the zones and character areas are set out 
in Section B4, along with a full list of the landscape character 
areas and a brief summary of their key characteristics.

CONCEPT DIAGRAM - ZONES

CONCEPT DIAGRAM - CHARACTER AREAS
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Interconnecting routes
A key objective of the Spatial Plan is to encourage a greater 
number of visitors to explore the park beyond the core 
lakeside area. This objective is supported by the results of 
visitor experience surveys undertaken in 2018[15], where the 
provision of more distance marked trails and opportunities 
to “engage with nature” were high up on the list of visitor 
priorities for improvements. 

Existing advertised trails include an Orienteering Trail and 
Habitat Trail. The 5km route used by Park Run (www.
parkrun.org.uk) is also marked. The Habitat Trail consists of 
a series of interpretation boards widely distributed across 
the park. Feedback indicates that the boards tend to be 
encountered informally rather than as part of the advertised 
trail. This experience has informed discussions on how best 
to draw visitors with varied interests out into the landscape.

To address the size of the park - it can take 30mins to 
walk from the cafe up to the heathland - and the diverse 
visitor demographic, the Spatial Plan introduces the 
idea of “interconnecting routes”. The aim is to provide 
interconnecting distance and themed trails that support 
users to find the best route for them, e.g. 

• Family with young children
 1km | Walk & scoot | Food, lake view & play
• Family with older children
 2km | Walk | Play, sport & connecting with nature
• Single adult
 5km | Run | Health & connecting with nature

Identity and wayfinding
In such a large and diverse parkland environment successful 
wayfinding is key to a positive visitor experience. Wayfinding 
can be supported in a number of ways including signage, 
the provision of landmark features, and through the use of 
a consistent materials palette along key routes. All of these 
items are addressed in the Spatial Plan. In addition, Black 
Park has something more to offer. The park is full of curious 
and evocative names, e.g. Dark Wood, Fulmershe Heath, 
Goldfinger Ride, The Potato Patch, Starfruit Pond etc. that 
are used both formally on visitor maps and informally by 
staff and visitors. Further development of the connection 
between these names and the key areas and nodes 
they represent through maps, signage and the design of 
interventions will support wayfinding and strengthen the 
park’s identity.

CONCEPT DIAGRAM - INTERCONNECTING ROUTES

CONCEPT DIAGRAM - IDENTIFY AND WAYFINDING

CONCEPT DIAGRAM - IDENTITY 
& WAYFINDING

32
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Timescales
It was agreed with the Country Parks team at the first staff 
workshop that the Spatial Plan should consider a 50 year 
time frame. It was felt that this would support a level of 
ambition not possible over a shorter period; would allow 
the team to consider longer-term structural changes to 
land cover and habitats (see diagrams below); and would 
encourage discussions regarding the implications of longer-
term environmental changes, including the impacts of 
climate change. 

The vision and strategic objectives have therefore been 
developed to establish a strategic framework for decision 
making which addresses the full 50-year time frame. 
However, at the level of specific interventions, it was clear 
that in most cases planning beyond 20 years ahead was 
redundant. This is because of (i) the difficulty of making 
reasonable assumptions on the influence of key external 
factors, e.g. adjacent land use, local housing development, 
the growth of the film industry etc. in the long term, and (ii) 
the cumulative impact of this uncertainty when taken across 
the full suite of external factors that may impact on the 
direction of the park.

STRUCTURAL CHANGE OVER TIME - YEAR 20

STRUCTURAL CHANGE OVER TIME - YEAR 0

SPATIAL PLAN TIMESCALES

 2
 1

 3

 4
 5

 2
 1

 3

 4
 5

 1

 2

 3

 4

 5

Lake edge erosion

Declining Scots pine canopy and 
sparse understorey

Narrow strip of mature/over-mature 
pine

Semi-mature coniferous plantation

Mixed conifer & broadleaved 
plantation to site boundary

 1

 2

 3

 4

 5

Planting & management to establish 
protective marginal vegetation

Re-stocking with young Scots pine, 
and planting & management to create 
a more diverse understorey

Managed decline of over-mature pine 
& staged re-placement with new

Maturation and thinning of coniferous 
plantation to establish new avenues

Minimal intervention, with some 
thinning to encourage development 
of diverse understorey/groundflora

Current conditions

Possible actions
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B2. VISION
A vision for the landscape of Black Park that 
addresses its character, quality, use and 
management. The vision was developed with the 
Country Parks team and draws on their experience 
and passion for the park.

N.B. As part of the Feasibility Study undertaken by PSC Ltd 
in 2017, a series of principles were developed to guide future 
park investment decisions. These were subsequently adopted 
by the Council. The vision and strategic objectives set out here 
have been prepared specifically to guide the development of 
the landscape in the context of the Spatial Plan. They can and 
should be applied in parallel with the primary and secondary 
principles previously agreed.
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A high quality landscape that retains 
the park’s essential mixed character 
of open water, mature stands of pine, 
mixed woodland and heathland.

A landscape that combines a core 
social space for visitors to meet, eat 
and play, with a hinterland providing 
opportunities to escape, explore and 
connect with nature.

A model of best practice for the delivery 
of recreation, nature conservation, 
environmental education, and healthy 
lifestyles.

MATURE STANDS OF PINE

HEATHLAND

OPEN SPACE

LAKESIDE
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B3. STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
The strategic objectives set out the goals that need to be 
achieved to deliver the vision. They address the pressures 
currently experienced by the park, visitors’ experience 
of the landscape, landscape management and nature 
conservation. They also recognise the self-financing remit of 
Buckinghamshire’s Country Parks and the need to generate 
income in ways that protect the park’s fundamental landscape 
qualities. The strategic objectives are set out on the facing 
page.

In addition to the full strategic objectives, a series of quick 
reference objectives were agreed (coloured boxes below). 
These have been used within the project to provide a high-level 
assessment of the potential contribution of different actions 
within the Spatial Plan. They should continue to be used for 
this purpose, and also to guide the development and delivery of 
individual projects.   

INCREASE RESILIENCE ENHANCE VISITOR EXP. STRENGTHEN IDENTITY
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• To proactively and positively address increasing visitor numbers.
Visitor numbers have broadly doubled over the last 15 years and it is anticipated that they will continue to grow. This has 
put elements of the park infrastructure and fabric of the landscape under significant strain. Actions should be taken to 
both encourage visitors to explore beyond the core lakeside areas and to improve infrastructure in the core zone so that 
it is better able to cope with high visitor numbers.

• To broaden the visitor offer spatially, seasonally and demographically.
This objective recognises the desire to encourage a greater number of visitors to explore the beauty and tranquillity of the 
landscape beyond the core lakeside areas, to support year-round opportunities for recreation and to increase provision 
for groups who are currently under-represented.

• To protect and enhance the landscape character and ecology of the park.
Providing careful stewardship of habitats and landscape character areas will remain a key priority for the Country Parks 
team. Conservation efforts should be informed by empirical evidence derived from surveys, and should encompass 
environmental education goals as well as practical ranger-led conservation efforts. Improving landscape resilience to 
climate change and addressing the risks posed by pests and diseases must also be central to any conservation strategy.

• To ensure that new interventions are planned, coherent and strengthen the park’s 
identity.
The park’s identity derives from its history, the variety of its habitats and character areas, and the quality of the visitor 
experience. These elements can all be weakened by unplanned and piecemeal development. The Spatial Plan sets a 
framework within which new interventions can be sensitively integrated within the park, but this must also be supported 
by a similarly co-ordinated approach to the design and delivery of individual interventions and site-wide infrastructure.   

• To ensure that developments are underpinned by clear landscape management 
objectives, targets and processes, and are resourced appropriately.
The successful delivery of the Spatial Plan must be underpinned by a landscape management plan that reflects the 
strategies introduced within this document and the pressures experienced on the ground. The quality of the landscape 
is paramount to the future success of the park and appropriate resources must continue to be dedicated to its 
management.

• To generate income in a way that protects the fundamental landscape qualities of 
Black Park and respects other park users and the park’s ecology.
The self-financing remit of Buckinghamshire County Council’s Country Parks requires the parks to generate income. It is 
recognised that this cannot be at the expense of the park’s fundamental landscape qualities, not least because it is these 
qualities that attract visitors and commercial activities to the park.

IMPROVE WAYFINDING PROTECT SENSITIVE SITES FOCUS RESOURCES
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B4. ZONES & CHARACTER AREAS PLAN
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

J

K

L

M

Lake and surrounds
Open water framed by mixed woodland with distinctive Scots pine extending above the primary canopy. High visitor numbers and 
intensive/active uses will continue.

Open space
An area of amenity grassland framed by mixed woodland to south and west, and mature coniferous stands to north and east. 
One of very few areas of open amenity space within the park, this area will remain an important space for recreation and filming.

Woodland adventure
Attractive coniferous plantation and mixed woodland adjacent to the park’s main entrance. High visitor numbers and intensive/
active use will continue, even with the anticipated migration of GoApe-type activities northwards.

Tall Pine Woods
This area includes the iconic towering black pine that give the park its name. To the south and east the area includes younger 
coniferous plantation. This area will continue to experience relatively high footfall to the west, and will remain one of the main 
filming areas.

Southern woodlands
Mixed woodland including mature Sweet chestnut, Beech, Oak and Scots pine and the Rhododendron Ride. Currently this area 
has a relatively low footfall. This may grow with the anticipated increase in visitors accessing the park from the south-east.

Foxes Gutter
A secluded area visited by very few. Largely mixed woodland with high quality mature specimens. An impressive broad gulley 
and five 150 year old Wellingtonia give the space an almost Jurassic quality. Ecological value to be protected and enhanced.

Eastern woodlands
A variety of woodland compartments including dense coniferous plantation towards the far south, mixed broadleaved plantation 
to the north and mixed compartments towards the centre (including Diamond Wood). The current low footfall is likely to continue, 
with continued use by dog walkers and cyclists.

Wet woodlands
The southern section is designated a SSSI, and is characterised by mature Alder Carr woodlands with areas of standing water 
and sphagnum. To the north the area includes semi-natural wet woodland and stream-side areas, which do not form part of the 
SSSI. Opportunities exist to sensitively draw visitors’ attention to the unique ecological and landscape qualities of wet woodland.

Central woodlands
A diverse area of Coniferous woodlands, including mature stands to the north and semi-mature coniferous plantation woodlands 
to the south. The area is criss-crossed by wide avenues and rides, that make this area ideal for walking, running and cycling. The 
woodlands present the most viable location for the migration of GoApe-type activities.

Old heath
A large area of lowland heath with a patchwork of heather, scrub, small ponds and scattered trees. The heathland is designated a 
SSSI. Opportunities exist to further draw attention to the unique ecological qualities of this landscape.

Fulmershe heath
Open transitional heathland recently cleared of secondary woodland, with small bands of dense coniferous and mature broadleaf 
woodland. Opportunities exist to draw attention to the development of the habitat and its biodiversity.

Strawberry Wood
Primarily mixed broadleaf woodland with areas of hazel coppice. A diverse range of trees, glades, grassy edges, fallen and 
standing deadwood and small ponds makes this woodland ideal for nature conservation. The area is part of the Local Nature 
Reserve (LNR) designation, and management will continue to focus on nature conservation and quiet recreation.
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Reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office. Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data © Crown 
copyright 2020. All rights reserved. Licence number 0100031673.
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B5. INTERVENTIONS PLAN
The Interventions Plan opposite shows all of the proposed 
interventions discussed and agreed with the Country Parks 
team throughout the preparation of the Spatial Plan. The 
word ‘intervention’ is used rather than ‘project’ because 
some of the items relate to longer-term management 
actions rather than to discrete projects.

The interventions are grouped into eight categories as follows:

• Regional Connections (RC);
• Access & Movement (AM);
• Visitor Facilities (VF);
• Landscaping (L);
• Play (P);
• Waymarked Trails (WT);
• Visitor Attractions (VA); and
• Other Commercial (OC).

Each individual intervention has been assigned a code, 
which is used to identify the intervention on the plan and 
in the associated Interventions Table in Section B6 below. 
The Interventions Table provides a description of each 
intervention along with information regarding the zone within 
which it is located, its likely time frame for completion 
and interdependencies with other interventions. Some 
interventions are greyed out. This is because the option 
was considered in some detail before being ruled out. The 
reasoning behind these decisions is summarised in the table. 
Two interventions have been omitted from the report due to 
commercial sensitivities.

The timescales identified in the Interventions Table are 
indicative and give a sense of likely near-term and mid- to 
longer-term actions. Further more detailed planning work will 
be required to more accurately determine the programme for 
implementation.

The Intervention Table also identifies which of the quick 
reference strategic objectives described in Section B3 the 
intervention will contribute to. This represents a very high-
level analysis to illustrate their contribution. A more detailed 
assessment will be required at the feasibility stage for each 
intervention.
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SPATIAL PLAN - INTERVENTIONS PLAN

Reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office. Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data © Crown 
copyright 2020. All rights reserved. Licence number 0100031673.
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B6. INTERVENTIONS TABLE

Ref

Intervention Zone

Programming Interdependencies

IN
CR

EA
SE

 R
ES

IL
IE

NC
E 

EN
HA

NC
E 

VI
SI

TO
R 

EX
PE

RI
EN

CE

ST
RE

NG
TH

EN
 ID

EN
TI

TY

IM
PR

OV
E 

W
AY

FI
ND

IN
G

PR
OT

EC
T 

SE
NS

IT
IV

E 
SI

TE
S

FO
CU

S 
RE

SO
UR

CE
S

Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

Regional Connections (RC)

BP RC001 Black Park to Langley Park pedestrian & cycle link 
Provide a safe cycle and pedestrian link between Black Park and Langley Park. This is key to encouraging more visitors to 
access the park by foot and on bike. Providing this link will open up possibilities for onward connections to Slough and Langley 
to the south (RC003 & RC004), the Colne Valley Trail to the east (RC005) and the wider network of green spaces in the Colne 
Valley Regional Park. Providing a safe link between the parks is identified as a priority in both the All London Green Grid (ALGG) 
- Area Framework 10, and the recently published Colne and Crane Valleys Green Infrastructure Strategy (September 2019). The 
existing footpath and bridleway connections in the south-east corner of Black Park and north-east corner of Langley Park make 
this area the obvious location for such a connection.

External

Identified within the 
Spatial  

Plan, ALGG Area 
Framework 10 & 
C&CV GI Strategy

5-10 years

RC003 
RC004 
RC005 
RC007

Agreement of 
other parties

BP RC002 Black Park to Uxbridge pedestrian & cycle link 
Create a new pedestrian and cycle link between Black Park and Uxbridge by addressing gaps between existing trails. This 
action is identified as a key regional connection in the recently published Colne and Crane Valleys Green Infrastructure Strategy 
(September 2019). As noted in the strategy, this link would improve car free access between Black Park, the River Colne, 
local communities including Iver north, and the Iver Environmental Centre. The Strategy is non-specific on the route and point 
of entrance into Black Park. The creation of a new link between Black Park and Langley Park (RC001) and the possibility of a 
new housing development on the east edge of Iver Heath is expected to increase the significance of the existing entrance at the 
south-east corner of the park. The opportunity exists to create a new hub for pedestrian and cycle access to the park in this 
area. 

External

Identified within the 
Spatial  

Plan & C&CV GI 
Strategy

10-15 years None
Agreement of 
other parties

BP RC003 Black Park to Slough via Langley Park pedestrian & cycle link 
Create a continuous pedestrian and cycle route to Slough via a new connection over the A412 (RC001), Langley Park 
and George Green. This Is identified as a key opportunity within the Colne and Crane Valleys Green Infrastructure Strategy 
(September 2019). The route through Langley Park would require sensitive design and should avoid Temple Gardens.

External

Identified within the 
Spatial  

Plan & C&CV GI 
Strategy

10-15 years RC001 RC001

BP RC004 Black Park to Langley Sta. via Langley Park pedestrian & cycle link 
Improve cycle and pedestrian connections to Langley Station and the Grand Union Canal towpath via a new connection over 
the A412 (RC001), Langley Park (Ashen Cross) and Love Hill Lane. This Is identified as a key opportunity within the Colne and 
Crane Valleys Green Infrastructure Strategy (September 2019). The route through Langley Park would require sensitive design 
and should avoid Temple Gardens.

External

Identified within the 
Spatial  

Plan & C&CV GI 
Strategy

10-20 years RC001 RC001

BP RC005 Black Park to Colne Valley Trail (CVT) via Langley Park pedestrian & cycle link 
Improve cycle and pedestrian connections to Little Britain Lakes and the Colne Valley Trail (CVT) via a new connection over the 
A412 (RC001), Langley Park (Ashen Cross) and Love Green. This Is identified as a key opportunity within the Colne and Crane 
Valleys Green Infrastructure Strategy (September 2019). The route through Langley Park would require sensitive design and 
should avoid Temple Gardens.

External

Identified within the 
Spatial  

Plan & C&CV GI 
Strategy

10-15 years RC001 RC001

BP RC006 Black Park to Maidenhead cycle route 
Further promote existing advertised cycle connections linking Black Park to other large green spaces to the west, including 
Stoke Common and Burnham Beeches.

External Existing 0-5 years None None

BP RC007 Beeches Way long distance path 
Further promote/improve connections to the Beeches Way long distance path, once a safe connection between Black Park and 
Langley Park (RC001) is in place.

External Existing 10-15 years RC001 None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

Regional Connections (RC)

BP RC001 Black Park to Langley Park pedestrian & cycle link 
Provide a safe cycle and pedestrian link between Black Park and Langley Park. This is key to encouraging more visitors to 
access the park by foot and on bike. Providing this link will open up possibilities for onward connections to Slough and Langley 
to the south (RC003 & RC004), the Colne Valley Trail to the east (RC005) and the wider network of green spaces in the Colne 
Valley Regional Park. Providing a safe link between the parks is identified as a priority in both the All London Green Grid (ALGG) 
- Area Framework 10, and the recently published Colne and Crane Valleys Green Infrastructure Strategy (September 2019). The 
existing footpath and bridleway connections in the south-east corner of Black Park and north-east corner of Langley Park make 
this area the obvious location for such a connection.

External

Identified within the 
Spatial  

Plan, ALGG Area 
Framework 10 & 
C&CV GI Strategy

5-10 years

RC003 
RC004 
RC005 
RC007

Agreement of 
other parties

BP RC002 Black Park to Uxbridge pedestrian & cycle link 
Create a new pedestrian and cycle link between Black Park and Uxbridge by addressing gaps between existing trails. This 
action is identified as a key regional connection in the recently published Colne and Crane Valleys Green Infrastructure Strategy 
(September 2019). As noted in the strategy, this link would improve car free access between Black Park, the River Colne, 
local communities including Iver north, and the Iver Environmental Centre. The Strategy is non-specific on the route and point 
of entrance into Black Park. The creation of a new link between Black Park and Langley Park (RC001) and the possibility of a 
new housing development on the east edge of Iver Heath is expected to increase the significance of the existing entrance at the 
south-east corner of the park. The opportunity exists to create a new hub for pedestrian and cycle access to the park in this 
area. 

External

Identified within the 
Spatial  

Plan & C&CV GI 
Strategy

10-15 years None
Agreement of 
other parties

BP RC003 Black Park to Slough via Langley Park pedestrian & cycle link 
Create a continuous pedestrian and cycle route to Slough via a new connection over the A412 (RC001), Langley Park 
and George Green. This Is identified as a key opportunity within the Colne and Crane Valleys Green Infrastructure Strategy 
(September 2019). The route through Langley Park would require sensitive design and should avoid Temple Gardens.

External

Identified within the 
Spatial  

Plan & C&CV GI 
Strategy

10-15 years RC001 RC001

BP RC004 Black Park to Langley Sta. via Langley Park pedestrian & cycle link 
Improve cycle and pedestrian connections to Langley Station and the Grand Union Canal towpath via a new connection over 
the A412 (RC001), Langley Park (Ashen Cross) and Love Hill Lane. This Is identified as a key opportunity within the Colne and 
Crane Valleys Green Infrastructure Strategy (September 2019). The route through Langley Park would require sensitive design 
and should avoid Temple Gardens.

External

Identified within the 
Spatial  

Plan & C&CV GI 
Strategy

10-20 years RC001 RC001

BP RC005 Black Park to Colne Valley Trail (CVT) via Langley Park pedestrian & cycle link 
Improve cycle and pedestrian connections to Little Britain Lakes and the Colne Valley Trail (CVT) via a new connection over the 
A412 (RC001), Langley Park (Ashen Cross) and Love Green. This Is identified as a key opportunity within the Colne and Crane 
Valleys Green Infrastructure Strategy (September 2019). The route through Langley Park would require sensitive design and 
should avoid Temple Gardens.

External

Identified within the 
Spatial  

Plan & C&CV GI 
Strategy

10-15 years RC001 RC001

BP RC006 Black Park to Maidenhead cycle route 
Further promote existing advertised cycle connections linking Black Park to other large green spaces to the west, including 
Stoke Common and Burnham Beeches.

External Existing 0-5 years None None

BP RC007 Beeches Way long distance path 
Further promote/improve connections to the Beeches Way long distance path, once a safe connection between Black Park and 
Langley Park (RC001) is in place.

External Existing 10-15 years RC001 None
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BP RC008 Public transport connections to/from Slough, Uxbridge and W. London 
The number 3 bus service provides a roughly hourly service between Slough and Uxbridge passing by Langley Station and Iver 
Heath (Swallow Street). Currently the nearest bus stop at the north end of Swallow Street is 1km from the park’s south-east 
entrance along safe footpaths, and 1.95km from the lakeside cafe. The distance to the park, and the £5.00 adult single fare (Oct 
2019), makes travelling to the park by bus unattractive. With the increasing focus on sustainable transport options, proposed 
new housing, and the proximity of the park to both Slough, Langley Station and Uxbridge, the opportunity to connect the park 
by bus with slight alterations to bus services should be explored. Such a change would ease pressure on car parking capacity 
and open up the park to new audiences.

External
 Spatial  

Plan
5-15 years None

Agreement of 
other parties

BP RC009 BCC Pinewood to Heathrow Cycle Route 
A section of off-road shared footway/cycleway between Pinewood and the Five points roundabout has recently been 
completed. Further improvements through to Heathrow are proposed over the coming years. Publicly available information on 
the detail and timescales for the future development of this route is limited. However, given possible connections with other 
pedestrian and cycle routes as listed above, it has been agreed that the route should be acknowledged within the Spatial Plan.

External Part complete 10-15 years None By others

BP RC010 Black Park Link Path 
Retain and improve the permissive path linking Black Park to Pinewood Road. The footpath is private property, with access 
provided for pedestrians, cyclists and wheelchair users with the permission of Pinewood Group, the owners of Pinewood 
Studios. The route is open from 08:00 to 17:00 from October to March, and from 08:00 to 21:00 from April to September. 
The route is enclosed within high fences to both sides and is an unattractive and unwelcoming access into the park. Given the 
extensive use of Black Park for filming, there may be opportunities to work with Pinewood Group to improve the quality of the 
link path (e.g. surfacing and boundary treatments).

External Existing 0-10 years 
(Improvements) None

Agreement of 
other parties

Access & Movement (AM)

BP AM001.01 Improvements to the existing car park (near-term) 
Regardless of longer-term decisions with regards to increasing car parking capacity, there are a number of immediate actions, 
e.g. improving the disabled bays and better management of coach parking, that should be progressed to improve the visitor 
experience.

Core On-going 0-5 years AM001.02 None

BP AM001.02 Improvements to the existing car park (medium-term) 
In the medium-term, the car park should be redesigned to increase efficiency and to improve the welcome for the many visitors 
who arrive by car. Improvements should include making the entrance off Black Park Road more attractive, and the creation of 
a landscaped pedestrian entrance/buffer area between the car park and the park facilities beyond. New car park surfacing and 
associated infrastructure should be installed to reduce maintenance, improve the look of the space, reduce airborne dust on dry 
days and water pooling on rainy days. The re-design should include a clear SuDS strategy to ensure that re-surfacing works do 
not create drainage issues within the car park or on adjacent land.

Core
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years AM002 None

Ref
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BP RC008 Public transport connections to/from Slough, Uxbridge and W. London 
The number 3 bus service provides a roughly hourly service between Slough and Uxbridge passing by Langley Station and Iver 
Heath (Swallow Street). Currently the nearest bus stop at the north end of Swallow Street is 1km from the park’s south-east 
entrance along safe footpaths, and 1.95km from the lakeside cafe. The distance to the park, and the £5.00 adult single fare (Oct 
2019), makes travelling to the park by bus unattractive. With the increasing focus on sustainable transport options, proposed 
new housing, and the proximity of the park to both Slough, Langley Station and Uxbridge, the opportunity to connect the park 
by bus with slight alterations to bus services should be explored. Such a change would ease pressure on car parking capacity 
and open up the park to new audiences.

External
 Spatial  

Plan
5-15 years None

Agreement of 
other parties

BP RC009 BCC Pinewood to Heathrow Cycle Route 
A section of off-road shared footway/cycleway between Pinewood and the Five points roundabout has recently been 
completed. Further improvements through to Heathrow are proposed over the coming years. Publicly available information on 
the detail and timescales for the future development of this route is limited. However, given possible connections with other 
pedestrian and cycle routes as listed above, it has been agreed that the route should be acknowledged within the Spatial Plan.

External Part complete 10-15 years None By others

BP RC010 Black Park Link Path 
Retain and improve the permissive path linking Black Park to Pinewood Road. The footpath is private property, with access 
provided for pedestrians, cyclists and wheelchair users with the permission of Pinewood Group, the owners of Pinewood 
Studios. The route is open from 08:00 to 17:00 from October to March, and from 08:00 to 21:00 from April to September. 
The route is enclosed within high fences to both sides and is an unattractive and unwelcoming access into the park. Given the 
extensive use of Black Park for filming, there may be opportunities to work with Pinewood Group to improve the quality of the 
link path (e.g. surfacing and boundary treatments).

External Existing 0-10 years 
(Improvements) None

Agreement of 
other parties

Access & Movement (AM)

BP AM001.01 Improvements to the existing car park (near-term) 
Regardless of longer-term decisions with regards to increasing car parking capacity, there are a number of immediate actions, 
e.g. improving the disabled bays and better management of coach parking, that should be progressed to improve the visitor 
experience.

Core On-going 0-5 years AM001.02 None

BP AM001.02 Improvements to the existing car park (medium-term) 
In the medium-term, the car park should be redesigned to increase efficiency and to improve the welcome for the many visitors 
who arrive by car. Improvements should include making the entrance off Black Park Road more attractive, and the creation of 
a landscaped pedestrian entrance/buffer area between the car park and the park facilities beyond. New car park surfacing and 
associated infrastructure should be installed to reduce maintenance, improve the look of the space, reduce airborne dust on dry 
days and water pooling on rainy days. The re-design should include a clear SuDS strategy to ensure that re-surfacing works do 
not create drainage issues within the car park or on adjacent land.

Core
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years AM002 None
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BP AM002 Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) payment system 
The introduction of an ANPR payment system would significantly improve the experience for visitors arriving at the park, 
removing the need to queue up and pay immediately on arrival. ANPR would also reduce the associated pressure on staff 
created by managing issues with P&D machines on busy days. Enforcement issues and the current layout of the vehicular 
entrance and car parking - specifically the very short distance between the access from Black Park Road and first car parking 
bays - mean that the introduction of ANPR is not currently considered feasible. However, the enforcement issues may be 
resolved in the coming years through changes to policy and regulation, and the space constraints could be addressed as part 
of a car park re-design (AM001). For these reasons, and in recognition of the significant benefits for visitor experience, it has 
been agreed that the introduction of ANPR should remain under review.

Core
 Spatial  

Plan
5-10 years AM001.02 AM001.02

BP AM005 New car park - Billet Lodge 
Consideration was given to the creation of a new car park in the south-east corner of the site adjacent to Billet Lodge. However, 
this option was dismissed due to the difficulties in providing safe vehicular access from the Uxbridge Road (A412).

Inter
Considered during 
the development of 

the Spatial Plan
10-20 years n/a n/a

BP AM006 New car park - Fulmer Common Road 
Consideration was given to the creation of a small car park in the north of the park with access from Fulmer Common Road. 
However, this was dismissed due to concerns about the damage this might cause to the valuable habitats in this area of the 
park (Strawberry Wood) and also the management and maintenance resource required to operate a small car park some 
distance from the main park entrance, facilities and Country Parks offices.

Outer
Considered during 
the development of 

the Spatial Plan
0-10 years n/a n/a

BP AM007 Black Park Cottages access control and re-surfacing 
The vehicular access point adjacent to Black Park Cottages is used frequently by works vehicles and film crews to access 
the rest of the park via Peace Road. It is proposed that automated access gates be installed to better manage vehicular and 
pedestrian entry into the park off the A412. These works would help to address safety concerns around the risk of pedestrians 
walking into the path vehicles turning into Black Park Cottages from the A412.

Inter
Project under 
development

0-5 years None None

BP AM008 Alternative vehicular access route for filming  
Path improvements to create an alternative access route into the park from the west (Black Park Road) for filming. An 
alternative route will reduce pressure on the Peace Road access and, for certain film locations, reduce the potential for conflict 
(safety and disturbance) between film crews and visitors. Two routes are currently under consideration. The first (AM008.1) 
would enter the park along the southern edge of Sycamore Wood. The second (AM008.2) would see vehicles pass through the 
existing car park and its design would need to address conflicts between film crews and visitors.

Core/Inter Feasibility 0-10 years

AM001 
L002 
L013a 
P005 
VF001

VF007-008

 
None

BP AM009 Lakeside path (N) improvements 
Path improvements along the north side of the lake. The improvements should include widening (where feasible) and improving 
the surfacing to a smooth bound finish suitable for use by high numbers of visitors, including people in wheelchairs, those 
with buggies and young children on scooters. The protection of existing trees should be a key consideration in the design of 
the improvements. The path improvements need to be considered alongside erosion mitigation works (L008) and the provision 
of lake access for dogs (L010). The relationship between the paths and the main park entrance and the proposed new Visitor 
Centre (VF001) will also need careful consideration.

Core Feasibility 5-10 years
L008 
L010 
VF001

None
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BP AM002 Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) payment system 
The introduction of an ANPR payment system would significantly improve the experience for visitors arriving at the park, 
removing the need to queue up and pay immediately on arrival. ANPR would also reduce the associated pressure on staff 
created by managing issues with P&D machines on busy days. Enforcement issues and the current layout of the vehicular 
entrance and car parking - specifically the very short distance between the access from Black Park Road and first car parking 
bays - mean that the introduction of ANPR is not currently considered feasible. However, the enforcement issues may be 
resolved in the coming years through changes to policy and regulation, and the space constraints could be addressed as part 
of a car park re-design (AM001). For these reasons, and in recognition of the significant benefits for visitor experience, it has 
been agreed that the introduction of ANPR should remain under review.

Core
 Spatial  

Plan
5-10 years AM001.02 AM001.02

BP AM005 New car park - Billet Lodge 
Consideration was given to the creation of a new car park in the south-east corner of the site adjacent to Billet Lodge. However, 
this option was dismissed due to the difficulties in providing safe vehicular access from the Uxbridge Road (A412).

Inter
Considered during 
the development of 

the Spatial Plan
10-20 years n/a n/a

BP AM006 New car park - Fulmer Common Road 
Consideration was given to the creation of a small car park in the north of the park with access from Fulmer Common Road. 
However, this was dismissed due to concerns about the damage this might cause to the valuable habitats in this area of the 
park (Strawberry Wood) and also the management and maintenance resource required to operate a small car park some 
distance from the main park entrance, facilities and Country Parks offices.

Outer
Considered during 
the development of 

the Spatial Plan
0-10 years n/a n/a

BP AM007 Black Park Cottages access control and re-surfacing 
The vehicular access point adjacent to Black Park Cottages is used frequently by works vehicles and film crews to access 
the rest of the park via Peace Road. It is proposed that automated access gates be installed to better manage vehicular and 
pedestrian entry into the park off the A412. These works would help to address safety concerns around the risk of pedestrians 
walking into the path vehicles turning into Black Park Cottages from the A412.

Inter
Project under 
development

0-5 years None None

BP AM008 Alternative vehicular access route for filming  
Path improvements to create an alternative access route into the park from the west (Black Park Road) for filming. An 
alternative route will reduce pressure on the Peace Road access and, for certain film locations, reduce the potential for conflict 
(safety and disturbance) between film crews and visitors. Two routes are currently under consideration. The first (AM008.1) 
would enter the park along the southern edge of Sycamore Wood. The second (AM008.2) would see vehicles pass through the 
existing car park and its design would need to address conflicts between film crews and visitors.

Core/Inter Feasibility 0-10 years

AM001 
L002 
L013a 
P005 
VF001

VF007-008

 
None

BP AM009 Lakeside path (N) improvements 
Path improvements along the north side of the lake. The improvements should include widening (where feasible) and improving 
the surfacing to a smooth bound finish suitable for use by high numbers of visitors, including people in wheelchairs, those 
with buggies and young children on scooters. The protection of existing trees should be a key consideration in the design of 
the improvements. The path improvements need to be considered alongside erosion mitigation works (L008) and the provision 
of lake access for dogs (L010). The relationship between the paths and the main park entrance and the proposed new Visitor 
Centre (VF001) will also need careful consideration.

Core Feasibility 5-10 years
L008 
L010 
VF001

None
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BP AM010 Lakeside path (S) improvements 
Path improvements along the south side of the lake, to include the dam wall and the length of path up to the cafe. The 
improvements should include widening (where feasible) and improving the surfacing to a smooth bound finish suitable for 
use by high numbers of visitors, including people in wheelchairs, those with buggies and young children on scooters. The 
protection of existing trees should be a key consideration in the design of the improvements. The path improvements need to be 
considered alongside the proposed dam wall landscaping (L006) and works to improve the existing visitor information point at 
the Country Parks Office (VF003).

Core Feasibility 5-10 years
L003
L006 
VF003

None

BP AM011 Lakeside path (E) improvements 
Path improvements along the east side of the lake. The improvements should include widening (where feasible) and improving 
the surfacing to a smooth bound finish suitable for use by high numbers of visitors, including people in wheelchairs, those with 
buggies and young children on scooters. The protection of existing trees should be a key consideration in the design of the 
improvements. The path improvements need to be considered alongside the proposed boardwalk (VA001), erosion mitigation 
works (L007) and the provision of lake access for dogs (L009).

Core Feasibility 0-5 years
VA001 
L007 
L009

None

BP AM012 Fulmer Common Road lay-bys 
There are currently five lay-bys along the stretch of Fulmer Common Road that borders the park to the north. They are in fairly 
poor condition, being informally surfaced and enclosed. Pathways (formal and informal) extend into the park from each layby. 
There is a desire to consolidate points of access from Fulmer Common Road in order to better route visitors along fewer well 
maintained paths and towards visitor information (see VF006). To support this aim, consideration should be given to whether 
the dispersed lay-by provision could be rationalised to improve the welcome for visitors and to reduce the maintenance demand 
on staff time. This recognises that car parking in the lay-bys is free and does not generate income to support park maintenance.

Outer Feasibility 0-10 years
L016 
VF006

Agreement of 
other parties

Visitor Facilities (VF)

BP VF001 Visitor Building 
A new Visitor Building is proposed in the area of land immediately east of the car park. Work to develop the scope of provision 
for the Visitor Building and to explore possible locations pre-dates the Spatial Plan project, and has not been re-visited during 
the development of the plan. The brief for the Visitor Building identifies two options (or phases) for its development. The first 
option/phase includes for limited visitor information, a cafe and kitchen, toilets, storage and staff facilities. The second option or 
phase includes for extending the provision to include a soft play centre (with its own cafe) and party rooms. These two phases 
address very different audiences with very different and conflicting needs. For this reason, it is recommended in the Spatial 
Plan that if progressed, the second phase should be considered separately (P004). The positioning, orientation and design of 
the Visitor Building must draw users into the park (beyond GoApe), and crucially avoid exacerbating the congestion currently 
experienced at the park entrance on busy days.

Core Feasibility 0-5 years

AM001 
L001-003 

VF004 
VF007 & VF008 

P004

None
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BP AM010 Lakeside path (S) improvements 
Path improvements along the south side of the lake, to include the dam wall and the length of path up to the cafe. The 
improvements should include widening (where feasible) and improving the surfacing to a smooth bound finish suitable for 
use by high numbers of visitors, including people in wheelchairs, those with buggies and young children on scooters. The 
protection of existing trees should be a key consideration in the design of the improvements. The path improvements need to be 
considered alongside the proposed dam wall landscaping (L006) and works to improve the existing visitor information point at 
the Country Parks Office (VF003).

Core Feasibility 5-10 years
L003
L006 
VF003

None

BP AM011 Lakeside path (E) improvements 
Path improvements along the east side of the lake. The improvements should include widening (where feasible) and improving 
the surfacing to a smooth bound finish suitable for use by high numbers of visitors, including people in wheelchairs, those with 
buggies and young children on scooters. The protection of existing trees should be a key consideration in the design of the 
improvements. The path improvements need to be considered alongside the proposed boardwalk (VA001), erosion mitigation 
works (L007) and the provision of lake access for dogs (L009).

Core Feasibility 0-5 years
VA001 
L007 
L009

None

BP AM012 Fulmer Common Road lay-bys 
There are currently five lay-bys along the stretch of Fulmer Common Road that borders the park to the north. They are in fairly 
poor condition, being informally surfaced and enclosed. Pathways (formal and informal) extend into the park from each layby. 
There is a desire to consolidate points of access from Fulmer Common Road in order to better route visitors along fewer well 
maintained paths and towards visitor information (see VF006). To support this aim, consideration should be given to whether 
the dispersed lay-by provision could be rationalised to improve the welcome for visitors and to reduce the maintenance demand 
on staff time. This recognises that car parking in the lay-bys is free and does not generate income to support park maintenance.

Outer Feasibility 0-10 years
L016 
VF006

Agreement of 
other parties

Visitor Facilities (VF)

BP VF001 Visitor Building 
A new Visitor Building is proposed in the area of land immediately east of the car park. Work to develop the scope of provision 
for the Visitor Building and to explore possible locations pre-dates the Spatial Plan project, and has not been re-visited during 
the development of the plan. The brief for the Visitor Building identifies two options (or phases) for its development. The first 
option/phase includes for limited visitor information, a cafe and kitchen, toilets, storage and staff facilities. The second option or 
phase includes for extending the provision to include a soft play centre (with its own cafe) and party rooms. These two phases 
address very different audiences with very different and conflicting needs. For this reason, it is recommended in the Spatial 
Plan that if progressed, the second phase should be considered separately (P004). The positioning, orientation and design of 
the Visitor Building must draw users into the park (beyond GoApe), and crucially avoid exacerbating the congestion currently 
experienced at the park entrance on busy days.

Core Feasibility 0-5 years

AM001 
L001-003 

VF004 
VF007 & VF008 

P004

None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

BP VF002 Visitor Building (Location 02) 
At an early stage in the development of the Spatial Plan, the option to shift the location of the proposed Visitor Centre to the 
end of the main pathway leading from the car park towards the Alder Carr was considered. This option had not previously 
been addressed within the exploratory work undertaken prior to the development of the Spatial Plan, and it was felt that in this 
location the Visitor Building might provide a focal point to attract visitors into the park. However, following discussions with the 
Country Parks team, this option was dismissed because of concerns over access and the potential loss of trees, and because it 
was thought that other interventions might better serve as a focal point to draw visitors into the heart of the park.

Core Feasibility 0-5 years n/a n/a

BP VF003 Visitor Information point - Country Parks Office 
Given its proximity to the café, play area and offices, this existing information point will still be relevant even if the new Visitor 
Building is progressed as planned. The visibility and accessibility of the existing Visitor Information point is poor and should be 
addressed alongside works to improve the lakeside path (AM009), the dam wall landscaping (L006) and the landscape terrace 
between the cafe and the play area (L004).

Core
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years
AM009 
L004 
L006

None

BP VF004 Beech Hut - relocation of functions 
The relocation of the functions served by the Beech hut will need careful consideration as part of the development and delivery 
of the proposed new Visitor Building (VF001). 

Core
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years VF001 None

BP VF005 Visitor Information point - East 
With the anticipated increase in visitors accessing the park from the east/south-east (RC001-005 & 008) a new un-staffed 
Visitor Information point would add value in this area. The visitor information point should provide a small covered space with 
a map of the park and details of the permanent activities and trails. The presentation of information about events and other 
temporary notices should not compromise the primary wayfinding role of the information point.

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years

RC001-005 
RC008 
AM007
L005

None

BP VF006 Visitor Information point - North 
Given the relative isolation of the northern portion of the park, a new un-staffed information point would add value and 
aid wayfinding. The visitor information point should provide a small covered space with a map of the park and details of 
the permanent activities and trails. The presentation of information about events and other temporary notices should not 
compromise the primary wayfinding role of the information point. The proposed location addresses the desire to consolidate 
access from Fulmer Common Road (see AM012) and associated access improvements (L016).

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years
AM012 
L016

None

BP VF007 Dog wash 
A dedicated dog washing facility should be considered as part of the main entrance landscape improvements (see AM001 and 
L002).

Core
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years
AM001 
L001
VF001

None

BP VF008 Bike & boot wash 
A dedicated bike and boot washing facility should be considered as part of the main entrance landscape improvements (AM001  
and L002).

Core
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years
AM001 
L002
VF001

None

BP VF009 Water refill point (Lakeside terrace) 
Provide a dedicated water refill point to reduce demand in the café and toilets. Core

Spatial  
Plan

0-5 years L004 None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

BP VF002 Visitor Building (Location 02) 
At an early stage in the development of the Spatial Plan, the option to shift the location of the proposed Visitor Centre to the 
end of the main pathway leading from the car park towards the Alder Carr was considered. This option had not previously 
been addressed within the exploratory work undertaken prior to the development of the Spatial Plan, and it was felt that in this 
location the Visitor Building might provide a focal point to attract visitors into the park. However, following discussions with the 
Country Parks team, this option was dismissed because of concerns over access and the potential loss of trees, and because it 
was thought that other interventions might better serve as a focal point to draw visitors into the heart of the park.

Core Feasibility 0-5 years n/a n/a

BP VF003 Visitor Information point - Country Parks Office 
Given its proximity to the café, play area and offices, this existing information point will still be relevant even if the new Visitor 
Building is progressed as planned. The visibility and accessibility of the existing Visitor Information point is poor and should be 
addressed alongside works to improve the lakeside path (AM009), the dam wall landscaping (L006) and the landscape terrace 
between the cafe and the play area (L004).

Core
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years
AM009 
L004 
L006

None

BP VF004 Beech Hut - relocation of functions 
The relocation of the functions served by the Beech hut will need careful consideration as part of the development and delivery 
of the proposed new Visitor Building (VF001). 

Core
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years VF001 None

BP VF005 Visitor Information point - East 
With the anticipated increase in visitors accessing the park from the east/south-east (RC001-005 & 008) a new un-staffed 
Visitor Information point would add value in this area. The visitor information point should provide a small covered space with 
a map of the park and details of the permanent activities and trails. The presentation of information about events and other 
temporary notices should not compromise the primary wayfinding role of the information point.

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years

RC001-005 
RC008 
AM007
L005

None

BP VF006 Visitor Information point - North 
Given the relative isolation of the northern portion of the park, a new un-staffed information point would add value and 
aid wayfinding. The visitor information point should provide a small covered space with a map of the park and details of 
the permanent activities and trails. The presentation of information about events and other temporary notices should not 
compromise the primary wayfinding role of the information point. The proposed location addresses the desire to consolidate 
access from Fulmer Common Road (see AM012) and associated access improvements (L016).

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years
AM012 
L016

None

BP VF007 Dog wash 
A dedicated dog washing facility should be considered as part of the main entrance landscape improvements (see AM001 and 
L002).

Core
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years
AM001 
L001
VF001

None

BP VF008 Bike & boot wash 
A dedicated bike and boot washing facility should be considered as part of the main entrance landscape improvements (AM001  
and L002).

Core
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years
AM001 
L002
VF001

None

BP VF009 Water refill point (Lakeside terrace) 
Provide a dedicated water refill point to reduce demand in the café and toilets. Core

Spatial  
Plan

0-5 years L004 None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

BP VF010 Water refill point (Main entrance) 
Provide a dedicated water refill point to reduce demand in the kiosk and toilets (or future Visitor Building). Core

Spatial  
Plan

0-5 years L002 None

BP VF011 Forest shelter - Foxley Copse 
Foxley Copse is a well used dog-free picnic area immediately south of the café and Emma Sallis play area. It is proposed that a 
forest shelter be built to support wet weather use by visitors and to support events held in the space.

Core
Spatial  
Plan

0-5 years None None

Landscaping (L)

BP L001 Car Park entrance 
The existing entrance to the car park from Black Park Road does not serve as a welcoming introduction to the park. The space 
is congested and unattractive. Car park layout and efficiency improvements (AM001.02) would provide the opportunity to 
introduce a widened landscaped area free from car parking. This widened landscaped area would also provide the opportunity 
to introduce an ANPR car park payment system should the current enforcement concerns be resolved (refer to AM002). 

Core
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years
AM001 
L003

AM001.02

BP L002 Main pedestrian entrance - from car park 
The existing gated entrance between the car park and kiosk does not serve as a welcoming introduction to the park. The 
space is congested, unattractive, dominated by the kiosk and GoApe, and undersells the beautiful park beyond. Wayfinding is 
unclear. The Car park layout and efficiency improvements (AM001.02), would provide the opportunity to introduce a widened 
attractively designed landscape buffer between the car park and the park proper. The positioning, orientation and design of the 
Visitor Centre (VF001) and its relationship to the main entrance needs very careful consideration to ensure that it resolves rather 
than reinforces the issues with the existing park entrance. 

Core
Spatial  
Plan

0-5 years

AM001 
AM008 
VF001 

VF007-008

AM001.02

BP L003 Secondary access point(s) - from car park 
Any changes to the car park (AM001) and associated landscaping (L001-002) should emphasise the main park entrance as the 
key node for park wayfinding and visitor facilities (car park payment, dog wash, bike wash etc.). However, for regular visitors to 
the park, secondary entrances providing easy access to the north and south remain important, and also play a role in reducing 
congestion at the main entrance. The focus for secondary access points should be on providing simply designed and robust 
path connections, and essential visitor information.

Core
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years
AM001
AM010 

L001-002
None

BP L004 Lakeside terrace 
The landscape running along the lakeside from the cafe to the play area is heavily used and would benefit from a consistent/
coherent landscape design that connects the main facilities, celebrates the lakeside location, and improves wayfinding both 
within the space and to areas of the park beyond. The area includes a small ice cream kiosk which is positioned on a small 
concrete plinth. The proposed landscape works could better integrate the kiosk with the surrounding paths and landscape. The 
design should be considered alongside the proposed mitigation for lake edge erosion (L007), path improvements (AM010) and 
connections to new facilities in the adjacent landscape, e.g. new play destinations (P003a) and the proposed Woodland Play 
Zone (P006).

Core
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years

AM010 
VF003 
P001 
P006 
L007

None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

BP VF010 Water refill point (Main entrance) 
Provide a dedicated water refill point to reduce demand in the kiosk and toilets (or future Visitor Building). Core

Spatial  
Plan

0-5 years L002 None

BP VF011 Forest shelter - Foxley Copse 
Foxley Copse is a well used dog-free picnic area immediately south of the café and Emma Sallis play area. It is proposed that a 
forest shelter be built to support wet weather use by visitors and to support events held in the space.

Core
Spatial  
Plan

0-5 years None None

Landscaping (L)

BP L001 Car Park entrance 
The existing entrance to the car park from Black Park Road does not serve as a welcoming introduction to the park. The space 
is congested and unattractive. Car park layout and efficiency improvements (AM001.02) would provide the opportunity to 
introduce a widened landscaped area free from car parking. This widened landscaped area would also provide the opportunity 
to introduce an ANPR car park payment system should the current enforcement concerns be resolved (refer to AM002). 

Core
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years
AM001 
L003

AM001.02

BP L002 Main pedestrian entrance - from car park 
The existing gated entrance between the car park and kiosk does not serve as a welcoming introduction to the park. The 
space is congested, unattractive, dominated by the kiosk and GoApe, and undersells the beautiful park beyond. Wayfinding is 
unclear. The Car park layout and efficiency improvements (AM001.02), would provide the opportunity to introduce a widened 
attractively designed landscape buffer between the car park and the park proper. The positioning, orientation and design of the 
Visitor Centre (VF001) and its relationship to the main entrance needs very careful consideration to ensure that it resolves rather 
than reinforces the issues with the existing park entrance. 

Core
Spatial  
Plan

0-5 years

AM001 
AM008 
VF001 

VF007-008

AM001.02

BP L003 Secondary access point(s) - from car park 
Any changes to the car park (AM001) and associated landscaping (L001-002) should emphasise the main park entrance as the 
key node for park wayfinding and visitor facilities (car park payment, dog wash, bike wash etc.). However, for regular visitors to 
the park, secondary entrances providing easy access to the north and south remain important, and also play a role in reducing 
congestion at the main entrance. The focus for secondary access points should be on providing simply designed and robust 
path connections, and essential visitor information.

Core
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years
AM001
AM010 

L001-002
None

BP L004 Lakeside terrace 
The landscape running along the lakeside from the cafe to the play area is heavily used and would benefit from a consistent/
coherent landscape design that connects the main facilities, celebrates the lakeside location, and improves wayfinding both 
within the space and to areas of the park beyond. The area includes a small ice cream kiosk which is positioned on a small 
concrete plinth. The proposed landscape works could better integrate the kiosk with the surrounding paths and landscape. The 
design should be considered alongside the proposed mitigation for lake edge erosion (L007), path improvements (AM010) and 
connections to new facilities in the adjacent landscape, e.g. new play destinations (P003a) and the proposed Woodland Play 
Zone (P006).

Core
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years

AM010 
VF003 
P001 
P006 
L007

None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

BP L005 Improved park entrance (SE) 
With the anticipated increase in visitors accessing the park from the east/south-east (RC001-005 & 008) entrance 
improvements should be considered to support the sensitive integration of new access points and wayfinding. The existing 
entrance connects with 3 key axial paths heading west (to the cafe and play area), north-west (to the open space) and north 
(to Diamond Wood and heathland beyond). The improvements should further emphasise these axes as well as accommodating 
new points of access, most significantly the proposed link across the A412 to Langley Park (e.g. RC001).

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

10-15 years

RC001-005 
RC008
AM007 
VF005

None

BP L006 Dam wall landscaping 
Hard and soft landscaping improvements to improve the visual appearance of the landscape at the western end of the lake, 
undertaken in support of, and in line with, the existing Reservoir Dam Vegetation Management Plan (Feb 2018).

Core
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years
AM010 
VF003 
L004

None

BP L007 Lake erosion mitigation - S 
Marginal planting and associated erosion control measures to address erosion issues along the south side of the lake. Core

Survey & 
investigation

0-5 years
AM011 
VA001 
L009

None

BP L008 Lake erosion mitigation - N 
Marginal planting and associated erosion control measures to address erosion issues along the north side of the lake. Core

Survey & 
investigation

0-5 years
AM009 
VF001 
L010

None

BP L009 Lake access for dogs - S 
Formalise/manage dog access to the lake as part of the proposed erosion mitigation works (L007). Core Feasibility 0-5 years L007 None

BP L010 Lake access for dogs - N 
Formalise/manage dog access to the lake as part of the proposed erosion mitigation works (L008). Core Feasibility 0-5 years L008 None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

BP L005 Improved park entrance (SE) 
With the anticipated increase in visitors accessing the park from the east/south-east (RC001-005 & 008) entrance 
improvements should be considered to support the sensitive integration of new access points and wayfinding. The existing 
entrance connects with 3 key axial paths heading west (to the cafe and play area), north-west (to the open space) and north 
(to Diamond Wood and heathland beyond). The improvements should further emphasise these axes as well as accommodating 
new points of access, most significantly the proposed link across the A412 to Langley Park (e.g. RC001).

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

10-15 years

RC001-005 
RC008
AM007 
VF005

None

BP L006 Dam wall landscaping 
Hard and soft landscaping improvements to improve the visual appearance of the landscape at the western end of the lake, 
undertaken in support of, and in line with, the existing Reservoir Dam Vegetation Management Plan (Feb 2018).

Core
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years
AM010 
VF003 
L004

None

BP L007 Lake erosion mitigation - S 
Marginal planting and associated erosion control measures to address erosion issues along the south side of the lake. Core

Survey & 
investigation

0-5 years
AM011 
VA001 
L009

None

BP L008 Lake erosion mitigation - N 
Marginal planting and associated erosion control measures to address erosion issues along the north side of the lake. Core

Survey & 
investigation

0-5 years
AM009 
VF001 
L010

None

BP L009 Lake access for dogs - S 
Formalise/manage dog access to the lake as part of the proposed erosion mitigation works (L007). Core Feasibility 0-5 years L007 None

BP L010 Lake access for dogs - N 
Formalise/manage dog access to the lake as part of the proposed erosion mitigation works (L008). Core Feasibility 0-5 years L008 None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

BP L011a & b Forest school extension - Black Pines Camp 
The Country Parks team is keen to expand provision of Forest School sessions for both children and adults. Adult sessions 
can be undertaken at various locations within the park. However for children, fenced off areas with nearby shelter and storage 
facilities are required. Currently Forest School sessions are held within Black Pines Camp, which is located just to the south of 
the Country Parks office. Although Black Pines Camp is some distance from the main car park, the area provides many benefits 
for Forest School, including its relative seclusion, its position next to the Country Parks office and its proximity to other facilities 
such as the cafe and Emma Sallis play area. Despite these benefits, the Country Parks team is concerned that the area requires 
a rest to allow the trees and other vegetation to recover, and that the quality of sessions is sometimes impacted by disturbance 
and disruption caused by film crews working nearby.  
 
Detailed discussions have been held with the team, including those delivering the sessions, to assess options for the future of 
Forest School. These concluded that the focus of Forest School activities should remain the Black Pines Camp area, and that 
expansion could be accommodated in the areas of woodland immediately east of the existing plots (L011a). These plots are 
of a similar open character and would retain the aforementioned benefits. They also contain some interesting buried military 
artefacts (e.g. concrete and brick structures), which could be referenced/drawn out as part of any works to develop the space 
for Forest School.  
 
As well as retaining and expanding Forest School provision in Black Pines Camp, it is also proposed that an alternative site be 
tested in Sycamore Wood (L011b). Sycamore Wood is located c. 500m due north of the main car park. This mature woodland 
has an open character and just enough understorey planting to suit Forest School activities. It is not part of the SSSI or LNR 
designations. The area would be managed as an alternative venue that could be used to: (i) provide a different setting for 
sessions, (ii) allow sessions to be re-located in periods where significant disturbance is expected from film crews, or (iii) to 
give the existing Black Pines Camp plots a break. It is proposed that mobile shelter and storage be provided to support the 
sessions.

Core
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years
L012 
P006

None

BP L012 Black Pines Camp - layout improvements 
The proposals to extend Forest School activities in Black Pines Camp (L011a) will require associated layout improvements to 
efficiently and safely route people and vehicles through the space.

Core
Spatial  
Plan

 5-10 years L011a
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

BP L011a & b Forest school extension - Black Pines Camp 
The Country Parks team is keen to expand provision of Forest School sessions for both children and adults. Adult sessions 
can be undertaken at various locations within the park. However for children, fenced off areas with nearby shelter and storage 
facilities are required. Currently Forest School sessions are held within Black Pines Camp, which is located just to the south of 
the Country Parks office. Although Black Pines Camp is some distance from the main car park, the area provides many benefits 
for Forest School, including its relative seclusion, its position next to the Country Parks office and its proximity to other facilities 
such as the cafe and Emma Sallis play area. Despite these benefits, the Country Parks team is concerned that the area requires 
a rest to allow the trees and other vegetation to recover, and that the quality of sessions is sometimes impacted by disturbance 
and disruption caused by film crews working nearby.  
 
Detailed discussions have been held with the team, including those delivering the sessions, to assess options for the future of 
Forest School. These concluded that the focus of Forest School activities should remain the Black Pines Camp area, and that 
expansion could be accommodated in the areas of woodland immediately east of the existing plots (L011a). These plots are 
of a similar open character and would retain the aforementioned benefits. They also contain some interesting buried military 
artefacts (e.g. concrete and brick structures), which could be referenced/drawn out as part of any works to develop the space 
for Forest School.  
 
As well as retaining and expanding Forest School provision in Black Pines Camp, it is also proposed that an alternative site be 
tested in Sycamore Wood (L011b). Sycamore Wood is located c. 500m due north of the main car park. This mature woodland 
has an open character and just enough understorey planting to suit Forest School activities. It is not part of the SSSI or LNR 
designations. The area would be managed as an alternative venue that could be used to: (i) provide a different setting for 
sessions, (ii) allow sessions to be re-located in periods where significant disturbance is expected from film crews, or (iii) to 
give the existing Black Pines Camp plots a break. It is proposed that mobile shelter and storage be provided to support the 
sessions.

Core
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years
L012 
P006

None

BP L012 Black Pines Camp - layout improvements 
The proposals to extend Forest School activities in Black Pines Camp (L011a) will require associated layout improvements to 
efficiently and safely route people and vehicles through the space.

Core
Spatial  
Plan

 5-10 years L011a
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BP L013a-c New avenue creation 
The avenue of mature pines along Peace Road to the north of the Open Space provides perhaps the most iconic view within 
the park. Many of the pines which create this avenue are mature/over-mature, and over the next 10-20 years the loss of trees 
is likely to have an impact on the quality of the avenue. In places the pines that create the avenue are only 3 specimens deep. 
Re-planting along Peace Road should be considered, but this will take many years to mature. At a workshop with the Country 
Parks team options for creating new avenues of trees through planting and management were considered. Three paths were 
identified where it was through a combination of management and new planting could help to create new iconic avenues over 
the next 10-20years (L013a-c).  
 
L013a runs through semi-mature coniferous plantations. As these mature, selective thinning could be used to further 
emphasise this avenue. The path runs north from the main car park, and has the potential to create a new main route up 
to the northern section of the park. The tree planting and management should be considered in conjunction with path/track 
improvement works proposed as part of works to create an alternative access for film crews (AM008.2). 
 
To the east in Dark Woods, two axes have been identified (L013b & c). With the anticipated increase in visitors accessing the 
park from the east/south-east (RC001-005 & 008), these avenues have the potential to draw visitors through from the entrance 
into the central and northern sections of the park. In time these avenues may develop sufficient character to warrant amending 
way-marked trails (WT001 and WT005) to incorporate them.

Core
Spatial 
Plan

10-20 years

RC001-005 
RC008 
AM001 

AM008.2 
VA008 
WT001 
WT005

None

BP L014 Gravel plateau 
The gravel plateau provides the Country Parks team and film crews with a flexible area of hardstanding (natural gravel) at the 
heart of the park that can be used for temporary storage of materials and vehicles during works or filming. Being surrounded by 
forest it is also an ideal location for the construction of film sets. Given the wider absence of open spaces within the park, it is 
proposed that the plateau be retained in it’s current form, but with improved screening of the space to improve the outlook from 
the open space to the south (refer to L015).

Core/Inter Existing Existing
L015 

AM008.1/2
None

BP L015 Planting to improve screening of the Gravel Plateau 
As described in L014, the gravel plateau will be retained as a flexible area of hardstanding. The view over the space from the 
open space to the south is poor. It is therefore proposed that additional woodland planting be undertaken at the northern edge 
of the open space and southern edge of the plateau to provide enhanced screening.  

Core
Spatial 
Plan

0-10 years
L014 

WT002 
WT005

None

BP L016 Improved park entrance (N) 
As detailed in AM012, there is a desire to consolidate points of access from Fulmer Common Road, which borders the northern 
edge of the park, in order to better route visitors along fewer well maintained paths and towards key visitor information. It is 
proposed that some limited entrance and path works be undertaken with the aim of providing simply designed and robust path 
connections linking to a proposed new visitor information point (see VF006).

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years
AM012 
VF006

None
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BP L013a-c New avenue creation 
The avenue of mature pines along Peace Road to the north of the Open Space provides perhaps the most iconic view within 
the park. Many of the pines which create this avenue are mature/over-mature, and over the next 10-20 years the loss of trees 
is likely to have an impact on the quality of the avenue. In places the pines that create the avenue are only 3 specimens deep. 
Re-planting along Peace Road should be considered, but this will take many years to mature. At a workshop with the Country 
Parks team options for creating new avenues of trees through planting and management were considered. Three paths were 
identified where it was through a combination of management and new planting could help to create new iconic avenues over 
the next 10-20years (L013a-c).  
 
L013a runs through semi-mature coniferous plantations. As these mature, selective thinning could be used to further 
emphasise this avenue. The path runs north from the main car park, and has the potential to create a new main route up 
to the northern section of the park. The tree planting and management should be considered in conjunction with path/track 
improvement works proposed as part of works to create an alternative access for film crews (AM008.2). 
 
To the east in Dark Woods, two axes have been identified (L013b & c). With the anticipated increase in visitors accessing the 
park from the east/south-east (RC001-005 & 008), these avenues have the potential to draw visitors through from the entrance 
into the central and northern sections of the park. In time these avenues may develop sufficient character to warrant amending 
way-marked trails (WT001 and WT005) to incorporate them.

Core
Spatial 
Plan

10-20 years

RC001-005 
RC008 
AM001 

AM008.2 
VA008 
WT001 
WT005

None

BP L014 Gravel plateau 
The gravel plateau provides the Country Parks team and film crews with a flexible area of hardstanding (natural gravel) at the 
heart of the park that can be used for temporary storage of materials and vehicles during works or filming. Being surrounded by 
forest it is also an ideal location for the construction of film sets. Given the wider absence of open spaces within the park, it is 
proposed that the plateau be retained in it’s current form, but with improved screening of the space to improve the outlook from 
the open space to the south (refer to L015).

Core/Inter Existing Existing
L015 

AM008.1/2
None

BP L015 Planting to improve screening of the Gravel Plateau 
As described in L014, the gravel plateau will be retained as a flexible area of hardstanding. The view over the space from the 
open space to the south is poor. It is therefore proposed that additional woodland planting be undertaken at the northern edge 
of the open space and southern edge of the plateau to provide enhanced screening.  

Core
Spatial 
Plan

0-10 years
L014 

WT002 
WT005

None

BP L016 Improved park entrance (N) 
As detailed in AM012, there is a desire to consolidate points of access from Fulmer Common Road, which borders the northern 
edge of the park, in order to better route visitors along fewer well maintained paths and towards key visitor information. It is 
proposed that some limited entrance and path works be undertaken with the aim of providing simply designed and robust path 
connections linking to a proposed new visitor information point (see VF006).

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years
AM012 
VF006

None
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Park Code Development 
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Considered with

Pre-requisites

Play (P)

BP P001 Emma Sallis playground upgrade 
The current management approach for the Emma Sallis playground is based on a rolling programme of repair and replacement 
of equipment as it becomes damaged or reaches the end of its life. Although generally well equipped, the playground lacks a 
statement piece of equipment for which it is known, e.g. a large climbing structure with tunnel slide. It is proposed that such 
a statement piece of equipment be included as part of the wider development of play facilities within the park and be linked to 
other destination play features (P003a-c) and other playful features such as the lakeside boardwalk (VA001).

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

 5-10 years
L004 

P003a-c 
P006

None

BP P002 Alice’s Treehouse 
Alice’s treehouse was designed as a place for teenagers and young adults to meet with friends. The signage at the tree house 
entrance notes that it “is not suitable for use by those under 16 years”. Black Park is currently a difficult place to access without 
a private car, and the target audience is one of the least well represented visitor groups. For these reasons, it is proposed that 
the treehouse be maintained to ensure that it remains safe, but not be further developed. Once the existing equipment reaches 
the end of its life, it will not be replaced.

Inter n/a n/a P005 None

BP P003a-c New play destinations - Lake edge, Queens Drive and Go Ape migration 
During the development of the Spatial Plan, a wide range of play options have been considered. It was acknowledged that new 
play provision would make an important contribution to attracting visitors out into the landscape beyond the existing “honeypot” 
areas around Go Ape and the adjacent kiosk, and the cafe and Emma Sallis Play area. Initial proposals focussed on providing 
an advertised ‘Play Trail’ extending out from the Emma Sallis Playground into the woodlands to the east, with the aim being to 
encourage parents with young children to venture out into the landscape beyond the core lakeside environment. However, on 
review it was felt that a formalised play trail to the east of Emma Sallis play ground may conflict with filming locations and film 
access (Peace Road), leading to periodic partial closure of the trail.  
 
A revised approach was developed. This seeks to combine new destination play features, e.g. sculptural items, balance trails 
and statement play equipment (L003a-c) with other playful/exploratory features, e.g. the proposed woodland play zone (P006) 
and the proposed lakeside boardwalk (VA001). Together these elements will provide a horseshoe of playful features leading 
from the main entrance around the northern edge of the lake to the Emma Sallis playground. Locations L003a and L003b 
are located in existing clearings and could be progressed at any time. Location L003c is located in an area currently used by 
GoApe. The introduction of new play features here is dependent on discussions re GoApe migration, but should this migration 
happen, new play features and an event space (see also OC003) could make use of existing clearings and infrastructure.

Core/Inter
Spatial  
Plan

 5-15 years 
(Flexible)

P001 
P006 

VA001 
VA006

None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

Play (P)

BP P001 Emma Sallis playground upgrade 
The current management approach for the Emma Sallis playground is based on a rolling programme of repair and replacement 
of equipment as it becomes damaged or reaches the end of its life. Although generally well equipped, the playground lacks a 
statement piece of equipment for which it is known, e.g. a large climbing structure with tunnel slide. It is proposed that such 
a statement piece of equipment be included as part of the wider development of play facilities within the park and be linked to 
other destination play features (P003a-c) and other playful features such as the lakeside boardwalk (VA001).

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

 5-10 years
L004 

P003a-c 
P006

None

BP P002 Alice’s Treehouse 
Alice’s treehouse was designed as a place for teenagers and young adults to meet with friends. The signage at the tree house 
entrance notes that it “is not suitable for use by those under 16 years”. Black Park is currently a difficult place to access without 
a private car, and the target audience is one of the least well represented visitor groups. For these reasons, it is proposed that 
the treehouse be maintained to ensure that it remains safe, but not be further developed. Once the existing equipment reaches 
the end of its life, it will not be replaced.

Inter n/a n/a P005 None

BP P003a-c New play destinations - Lake edge, Queens Drive and Go Ape migration 
During the development of the Spatial Plan, a wide range of play options have been considered. It was acknowledged that new 
play provision would make an important contribution to attracting visitors out into the landscape beyond the existing “honeypot” 
areas around Go Ape and the adjacent kiosk, and the cafe and Emma Sallis Play area. Initial proposals focussed on providing 
an advertised ‘Play Trail’ extending out from the Emma Sallis Playground into the woodlands to the east, with the aim being to 
encourage parents with young children to venture out into the landscape beyond the core lakeside environment. However, on 
review it was felt that a formalised play trail to the east of Emma Sallis play ground may conflict with filming locations and film 
access (Peace Road), leading to periodic partial closure of the trail.  
 
A revised approach was developed. This seeks to combine new destination play features, e.g. sculptural items, balance trails 
and statement play equipment (L003a-c) with other playful/exploratory features, e.g. the proposed woodland play zone (P006) 
and the proposed lakeside boardwalk (VA001). Together these elements will provide a horseshoe of playful features leading 
from the main entrance around the northern edge of the lake to the Emma Sallis playground. Locations L003a and L003b 
are located in existing clearings and could be progressed at any time. Location L003c is located in an area currently used by 
GoApe. The introduction of new play features here is dependent on discussions re GoApe migration, but should this migration 
happen, new play features and an event space (see also OC003) could make use of existing clearings and infrastructure.

Core/Inter
Spatial  
Plan

 5-15 years 
(Flexible)

P001 
P006 

VA001 
VA006

None
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BP P004 Indoor soft play facility 
Indoor play is being considered by the Country Parks Team as a means to attract more visitors during the autumn and winter 
months. By its nature, indoor play provision will have limited interaction with the Country Park setting. Therefore, the main 
considerations for the Spatial Plan are how to best integrate a relatively tall building (6m+) into the landscape, how to ensure 
easy access, and how to manage it’s relationship with adjacent activities. 
 
The indoor play experience is intentionally high energy & very noisy. The atmosphere created is quite different from the 
atmosphere you might associate with other functions proposed for the new Visitor Building (VF001), i.e. cafe, visitor foyer, 
exhibition/display space, and would likely be off-putting for visitors who aren’t using the soft play. For this reason, the Spatial 
Plan has separated out the provision of soft play and party rooms from the other visitor building functions (VF001). To limit 
visual intrusion any soft play facility should be located in a treed/screened area, adjacent to other similar paid for play activities, 
e.g. GoApe. Detailed feasibility work is required to assess the suitability and viability of delivering indoor soft play within the 
park. For this reason a location for indoor soft play has not been considered as part of the Spatial Plan project. 
 
The Spatial Plan includes other provision to encourage increased visitor numbers during the colder and wetter months. These 
include providing an accessible visitor building (VF001), covered information points (VF003-006) & dedicated shelters (VF011), 
and establishing/ advertising trails that celebrate the landscape through all seasons, e.g. autumn walks.

Core Feasibility TBC
VF001 
L002 
P005

None

BP P005 Tree activities area migration 
Some of the trees utilised by GoApe are showing signs of stress/decline as a result of the activities. Consequently, it may 
be necessary to re-locate some or all of the GoApe activities to new areas of woodland over the next 20 years. GoApe’s 
current lease is due to expire in 10 years time, but for the purposes of the Spatial Plan it is assumed that GoApe or a similar 
tree activities experience will continue beyond 2030. Discussions with the Country Parks team indicate that a shift into the 
coniferous plantation areas immediately to the north of the current site may be possible. Further more detailed discussions, 
outside of the scope of Spatial Plan development, will be required to assess the suitability of trees for Go Ape type activities. 
These discussions should consider possibilities for migrating some activities both within the period of the current lease and 10 
years beyond. N.B. GoApe have recently decided to incorporate their junior course with their adult course. Timescales are still 
to be confirmed, but the move is expected during Spring 2020. This will open up space for the proposed event space (OC003) 
and new play destination (P003c).

Core/Inter
Spatial  
Plan

5-20 years

AM008 
VF001 
L002 

P003c 
OC003

None

BP P006 Woodland play zone, e.g. natural play and den building 
Informal den building is present throughout the park. However, to encourage those visitors who currently don’t explore the 
wider park to get involved in natural play, it is proposed that a dedicated area be established and managed for this purpose, with 
materials for den building, climbing logs, stepping logs, woodland play sculpture etc. It is proposed that this area be linked to 
the existing Emma Sallis playground and proposed new destination play features (P003a-c). The area proposed is between the 
Emma Sallis playground and Forest School sites. These areas require similar levels of management and maintenance, and their 
proximity will help to minimise additional demand on maintenance resources.

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years 
(Flexible)

P001 
P003a-c

None
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Considered with
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BP P004 Indoor soft play facility 
Indoor play is being considered by the Country Parks Team as a means to attract more visitors during the autumn and winter 
months. By its nature, indoor play provision will have limited interaction with the Country Park setting. Therefore, the main 
considerations for the Spatial Plan are how to best integrate a relatively tall building (6m+) into the landscape, how to ensure 
easy access, and how to manage it’s relationship with adjacent activities. 
 
The indoor play experience is intentionally high energy & very noisy. The atmosphere created is quite different from the 
atmosphere you might associate with other functions proposed for the new Visitor Building (VF001), i.e. cafe, visitor foyer, 
exhibition/display space, and would likely be off-putting for visitors who aren’t using the soft play. For this reason, the Spatial 
Plan has separated out the provision of soft play and party rooms from the other visitor building functions (VF001). To limit 
visual intrusion any soft play facility should be located in a treed/screened area, adjacent to other similar paid for play activities, 
e.g. GoApe. Detailed feasibility work is required to assess the suitability and viability of delivering indoor soft play within the 
park. For this reason a location for indoor soft play has not been considered as part of the Spatial Plan project. 
 
The Spatial Plan includes other provision to encourage increased visitor numbers during the colder and wetter months. These 
include providing an accessible visitor building (VF001), covered information points (VF003-006) & dedicated shelters (VF011), 
and establishing/ advertising trails that celebrate the landscape through all seasons, e.g. autumn walks.

Core Feasibility TBC
VF001 
L002 
P005

None

BP P005 Tree activities area migration 
Some of the trees utilised by GoApe are showing signs of stress/decline as a result of the activities. Consequently, it may 
be necessary to re-locate some or all of the GoApe activities to new areas of woodland over the next 20 years. GoApe’s 
current lease is due to expire in 10 years time, but for the purposes of the Spatial Plan it is assumed that GoApe or a similar 
tree activities experience will continue beyond 2030. Discussions with the Country Parks team indicate that a shift into the 
coniferous plantation areas immediately to the north of the current site may be possible. Further more detailed discussions, 
outside of the scope of Spatial Plan development, will be required to assess the suitability of trees for Go Ape type activities. 
These discussions should consider possibilities for migrating some activities both within the period of the current lease and 10 
years beyond. N.B. GoApe have recently decided to incorporate their junior course with their adult course. Timescales are still 
to be confirmed, but the move is expected during Spring 2020. This will open up space for the proposed event space (OC003) 
and new play destination (P003c).

Core/Inter
Spatial  
Plan

5-20 years

AM008 
VF001 
L002 

P003c 
OC003

None

BP P006 Woodland play zone, e.g. natural play and den building 
Informal den building is present throughout the park. However, to encourage those visitors who currently don’t explore the 
wider park to get involved in natural play, it is proposed that a dedicated area be established and managed for this purpose, with 
materials for den building, climbing logs, stepping logs, woodland play sculpture etc. It is proposed that this area be linked to 
the existing Emma Sallis playground and proposed new destination play features (P003a-c). The area proposed is between the 
Emma Sallis playground and Forest School sites. These areas require similar levels of management and maintenance, and their 
proximity will help to minimise additional demand on maintenance resources.

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years 
(Flexible)

P001 
P003a-c

None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

Waymarked Trails (WT)

BP WT001 5km Health & Wellbeing (H&W) loop - walk, run, cycle 
The park is used for Parkrun (www.parkrun.org.uk) on Saturdays, and there is an existing waymarked 5km route. This route 
takes in a variety of the park’s Character Areas, and its use should be encouraged both for the organised parkrun and for casual 
leisure use (walking, running and cycling). Sections of the path making up the route are in relatively poor condition and require 
re-surfacing works. These re-surfacing works should follow an agreed materials palette for the park that addresses anticipated 
levels of use and the opportunity to strengthen wayfinding through consistent surfacing.  

All Existing 0-10 years 
(Improvements)

None None

BP WT002 2km H&W loop - walk, run, cycle 
A new 2km waymarked route is proposed to provide exercise opportunities (walking, running and cycling) for those who might 
be put off by the full 5km route. For a relatively short route, the proposed path takes in some of the best landscape features 
in the park, including the tree-lined avenues of Queen’s Drive, Hammer Drive and Peace Road, as well as the Old Heath and 
wet woodland. The character of the route also has the opportunity to develop over time, with the introduction of new features, 
including the lakeside boardwalk (VA001), the heathland lookout (VA004b) and potential sculptural interventions (VA006 and 
VA007). As with the existing 5km route, sections of the path making up the route are in relatively poor condition and will require 
re-surfacing works. These works should follow an agreed materials palette.

Core/Inter
Spatial  
Plan

0-5 years 
(Flexible)

None None

BP WT003 10km H&W loop - walk, run, cycle 
Once a safe pedestrian and cycle connection is established across the A412 (RC001), it should be celebrated with a new 10km 
waymarked route that takes in the best elements of the natural and historic landscape across both parks.  The existing 5km 
route passes the entrance at the SE corner of Black Park, and therefore the focus of the intervention would be on the sensitive 
routing of pedestrians and cyclists within Langley Park.

All
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years RC001 RC001

BP WT004 Lakeside trail - scooter/wheelchair friendly 
The proposed path resurfacing works (AM009 and AM010) and new lakeside boardwalk (VA001) offer the opportunity to create 
and promote a new lakeside trail for use by families with young children (including on scooters) and those in wheelchairs. 
This will help to even out the distribution of visitors around the lake, addressing the current imbalance of visitors towards the 
southern loop path from the main entrance to the Emma Sallis playground. This route will connect with the proposed destination 
play features (P003a-c).

Core
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years
AM009-11 
P003a-c 
VA001

None

BP WT005 Habitat Trail (development) 
The existing Habitat Trail consists of a series of interpretation boards providing visitors with summary information on the range 
of habitats and species present within the park. The interpretation boards are widely distributed across the park. Feedback 
indicates that the boards tend to be encountered informally rather than as part of the advertised trail. It is proposed that the 
existing Habitat Trail be developed to increase levels of interest by connecting existing interpretation points with new wildlife 
focussed visitor attractions that enhance the visitor experience, drawing attention to the beauty and ecological value of the 
landscape. These include lengths of boardwalk (VA001-003), a heathland viewing platform (VA004a or b), an elevated wildlife 
hide (VA005), and sculptural interventions taking inspiration from the landscape (VA006-008).

All Existing 5-15 years VA001-007 None

BP WT006 Orienteering trail 
This is an existing permanent advertised trail. Re-mapping will be required at intervals to reflect wider changes in the landscape. 
Improvements to the design of routes could also be considered as part of any re-mapping exercise. All Existing

Re-mapping at 
intervals

None None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

Waymarked Trails (WT)

BP WT001 5km Health & Wellbeing (H&W) loop - walk, run, cycle 
The park is used for Parkrun (www.parkrun.org.uk) on Saturdays, and there is an existing waymarked 5km route. This route 
takes in a variety of the park’s Character Areas, and its use should be encouraged both for the organised parkrun and for casual 
leisure use (walking, running and cycling). Sections of the path making up the route are in relatively poor condition and require 
re-surfacing works. These re-surfacing works should follow an agreed materials palette for the park that addresses anticipated 
levels of use and the opportunity to strengthen wayfinding through consistent surfacing.  

All Existing 0-10 years 
(Improvements)

None None

BP WT002 2km H&W loop - walk, run, cycle 
A new 2km waymarked route is proposed to provide exercise opportunities (walking, running and cycling) for those who might 
be put off by the full 5km route. For a relatively short route, the proposed path takes in some of the best landscape features 
in the park, including the tree-lined avenues of Queen’s Drive, Hammer Drive and Peace Road, as well as the Old Heath and 
wet woodland. The character of the route also has the opportunity to develop over time, with the introduction of new features, 
including the lakeside boardwalk (VA001), the heathland lookout (VA004b) and potential sculptural interventions (VA006 and 
VA007). As with the existing 5km route, sections of the path making up the route are in relatively poor condition and will require 
re-surfacing works. These works should follow an agreed materials palette.

Core/Inter
Spatial  
Plan

0-5 years 
(Flexible)

None None

BP WT003 10km H&W loop - walk, run, cycle 
Once a safe pedestrian and cycle connection is established across the A412 (RC001), it should be celebrated with a new 10km 
waymarked route that takes in the best elements of the natural and historic landscape across both parks.  The existing 5km 
route passes the entrance at the SE corner of Black Park, and therefore the focus of the intervention would be on the sensitive 
routing of pedestrians and cyclists within Langley Park.

All
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years RC001 RC001

BP WT004 Lakeside trail - scooter/wheelchair friendly 
The proposed path resurfacing works (AM009 and AM010) and new lakeside boardwalk (VA001) offer the opportunity to create 
and promote a new lakeside trail for use by families with young children (including on scooters) and those in wheelchairs. 
This will help to even out the distribution of visitors around the lake, addressing the current imbalance of visitors towards the 
southern loop path from the main entrance to the Emma Sallis playground. This route will connect with the proposed destination 
play features (P003a-c).

Core
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years
AM009-11 
P003a-c 
VA001

None

BP WT005 Habitat Trail (development) 
The existing Habitat Trail consists of a series of interpretation boards providing visitors with summary information on the range 
of habitats and species present within the park. The interpretation boards are widely distributed across the park. Feedback 
indicates that the boards tend to be encountered informally rather than as part of the advertised trail. It is proposed that the 
existing Habitat Trail be developed to increase levels of interest by connecting existing interpretation points with new wildlife 
focussed visitor attractions that enhance the visitor experience, drawing attention to the beauty and ecological value of the 
landscape. These include lengths of boardwalk (VA001-003), a heathland viewing platform (VA004a or b), an elevated wildlife 
hide (VA005), and sculptural interventions taking inspiration from the landscape (VA006-008).

All Existing 5-15 years VA001-007 None

BP WT006 Orienteering trail 
This is an existing permanent advertised trail. Re-mapping will be required at intervals to reflect wider changes in the landscape. 
Improvements to the design of routes could also be considered as part of any re-mapping exercise. All Existing

Re-mapping at 
intervals

None None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

BP WT007 Film trail 
The history of filming in the park is a key point of interest for visitors and it has long been a desire of the Country Parks team 
to develop a trail that draws out this unique history. A number of obstacles have prevented a film trail being developed to date. 
These include an acknowledgement that traditional static interpretation materials would not do justice to the past films or allow 
easy update to reflect the major movies and TV programmes frequently being shot within the park. A more interactive/digital 
experience would better draw out the cinematic qualities and connections in the landscape, but the complexities of copyright 
presents a barrier to this.  Introducing a film trail remains a goal and is included here to reflect that. However, further more 
detailed exploratory work outside the scope of the Spatial Plan is required to identify how and where the trail could be delivered.

All
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years TBC None

BP WT008 Off-track cycling allowed 
There are a number of areas within the park where cyclists have created off-track routes and features (e.g. berms and small 
jumps). The current management policy is to remove these features and to encourage cyclists to stick to the main paths. This 
will continue to be the approach for the majority of the park. However, it is acknowledged that there are certain low-use areas 
of the park away from the most ecologically sensitive sites, where a more relaxed approach to off-track cycling may be taken. 
In these areas cyclists would be allowed to venture off the main tracks and the Country Parks team would look to introduce 
small features (humps and berms) to create interest where there is minimal risk of conflict with other users or management 
objectives. Any features created by others would not be tolerated and would continue to be removed. These areas will not be 
advertised as mountain bike trails, but will provide the opportunity for some riders, e.g. on a family bike ride, to venture off-
track as part of their ride. Further feasibility work is required to identify the most appropriate locations and to agree appropriate 
management procedures. 

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

 5-10 years
WT001 

L013b & c
None

Visitor Attractions (VA)

BP VA001 Boardwalk - Lake 
It is currently quite easy for visitors to Black Park to walk along the path at the northern end of the lake without stopping to 
consider the Alder Carr, reedbed and beautiful views down the lake. The introduction of a boardwalk would transform the visitor 
experience in this location, drawing attention to the habitats whilst retaining control over access. The boardwalk would also 
complement the introduction of new play features (P003a-c) and wider environmental education goals. Careful consideration 
will need to be given to the materials used and the method of construction, to ensure that there are no adverse effects on the 
Alder Carr and surrounding habitats.

Core
Spatial  
Plan

 5-10 years 
(Flexible)

AM009 & 011 
WT005

None

BP VA002 Boardwalk - Woodland 
Currently visitors get glimpses of the main stream that runs from the Pinewood boundary in the north-east of the park to the 
lake as they cross it along Red Oak Avenue/Bluebell Ride and at Rhododendron Culvert. With the exception of the length of 
path running south from Rhododendron Culvert, which runs close to the stream and fords a tributary of it, there is currently 
nowhere within the park where visitors are able to walk by the stream itself. It is proposed that a second section of boardwalk 
be introduced running close to the stream between Bluebell Ride and Rhododendron Culvert. The route shown is indicative, but 
the desire is to provide controlled access (e.g. a boardwalk with handrails) close to the stream, allowing visitors to explore the 
stream and adjacent wet woodland. This would introduce a new experience to incorporate within the Habitat Trail (WT005) and 
further draw attention to the qualities and habitat value of the wet woodland.

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

10-15 years 
(Flexible)

WT005 None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

BP WT007 Film trail 
The history of filming in the park is a key point of interest for visitors and it has long been a desire of the Country Parks team 
to develop a trail that draws out this unique history. A number of obstacles have prevented a film trail being developed to date. 
These include an acknowledgement that traditional static interpretation materials would not do justice to the past films or allow 
easy update to reflect the major movies and TV programmes frequently being shot within the park. A more interactive/digital 
experience would better draw out the cinematic qualities and connections in the landscape, but the complexities of copyright 
presents a barrier to this.  Introducing a film trail remains a goal and is included here to reflect that. However, further more 
detailed exploratory work outside the scope of the Spatial Plan is required to identify how and where the trail could be delivered.

All
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years TBC None

BP WT008 Off-track cycling allowed 
There are a number of areas within the park where cyclists have created off-track routes and features (e.g. berms and small 
jumps). The current management policy is to remove these features and to encourage cyclists to stick to the main paths. This 
will continue to be the approach for the majority of the park. However, it is acknowledged that there are certain low-use areas 
of the park away from the most ecologically sensitive sites, where a more relaxed approach to off-track cycling may be taken. 
In these areas cyclists would be allowed to venture off the main tracks and the Country Parks team would look to introduce 
small features (humps and berms) to create interest where there is minimal risk of conflict with other users or management 
objectives. Any features created by others would not be tolerated and would continue to be removed. These areas will not be 
advertised as mountain bike trails, but will provide the opportunity for some riders, e.g. on a family bike ride, to venture off-
track as part of their ride. Further feasibility work is required to identify the most appropriate locations and to agree appropriate 
management procedures. 

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

 5-10 years
WT001 

L013b & c
None

Visitor Attractions (VA)

BP VA001 Boardwalk - Lake 
It is currently quite easy for visitors to Black Park to walk along the path at the northern end of the lake without stopping to 
consider the Alder Carr, reedbed and beautiful views down the lake. The introduction of a boardwalk would transform the visitor 
experience in this location, drawing attention to the habitats whilst retaining control over access. The boardwalk would also 
complement the introduction of new play features (P003a-c) and wider environmental education goals. Careful consideration 
will need to be given to the materials used and the method of construction, to ensure that there are no adverse effects on the 
Alder Carr and surrounding habitats.

Core
Spatial  
Plan

 5-10 years 
(Flexible)

AM009 & 011 
WT005

None

BP VA002 Boardwalk - Woodland 
Currently visitors get glimpses of the main stream that runs from the Pinewood boundary in the north-east of the park to the 
lake as they cross it along Red Oak Avenue/Bluebell Ride and at Rhododendron Culvert. With the exception of the length of 
path running south from Rhododendron Culvert, which runs close to the stream and fords a tributary of it, there is currently 
nowhere within the park where visitors are able to walk by the stream itself. It is proposed that a second section of boardwalk 
be introduced running close to the stream between Bluebell Ride and Rhododendron Culvert. The route shown is indicative, but 
the desire is to provide controlled access (e.g. a boardwalk with handrails) close to the stream, allowing visitors to explore the 
stream and adjacent wet woodland. This would introduce a new experience to incorporate within the Habitat Trail (WT005) and 
further draw attention to the qualities and habitat value of the wet woodland.

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

10-15 years 
(Flexible)

WT005 None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

BP VA003 Ford over the stream 
Currently the path running south from Rhododendron Culvert towards the lake is only passable via a stony ford across the 
stream. This makes this stretch of path difficult to use in wet weather. The introduction of a short length of boardwalk or some 
significant stepping stones would improve access as well as providing an attractive wet woodland feature. Making this section 
of path fully accessible is unlikely to be possible in the short-term and may not be desirable if works would compromise the 
character and habitat value of the space. A short alternative route (e.g. via Queens Drive) may need to be provided for any 
waymarked trails (e.g. WT002 & WT005) routed along this section of path.

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years 
(Flexible)

WT005 
VA001

None

BP VA004 
a or b

Heathland lookout 
A low timber viewing platform in this area will allow visitors to appreciate the mosaic of scattered trees, heather, scrub and 
ponds within the heathland. Two locations are currently under consideration, with the primary considerations being the extent 
and quality of the views provided and the requirement that the visual intrusion of the platform itself be minimised by locating 
it close to either a cluster of trees (VA004a) or the perimeter woodland (VA004b). Both locations would be on the proposed 
Habitat Trail route (WT005).

Outer
Spatial  
Plan

 5-10 years 
(Flexible)

WT005 None

BP VA005 Elevated wildlife hide 
An elevated hide to enable visitors to see how this area of open transitional heathland develops over time, and also to get a 
glimpse of heathland wildlife. The proposed location sits just to the south of a heathland pond, and provides extensive views 
north over Fulmershe Heath. The location also sits on the path running from the pond to Black Park Road which dissects the 
heath and provides a characterful walk with vegetation on both sides.

Outer
Spatial  
Plan

10-15 years 
(Flexible)

WT005 None

BP VA006 Sculpture 01 
The proposed location at the north end of the lake is a key hub within the park, with connections to all the main areas of the 
park. A sculpture, or alternatively a specimen tree, in this location would draw people into the park from the main car park and 
act as a key landmark to support wayfinding.

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years 
(Flexible)

VF001 
WT001-05 

VA001
None

BP VA007 Sculpture 02 
The junction of Peace Road and Hammer Drive is one of the most evocative locations within the park. The clearing here 
would provide a fantastic location for a large sculpture that reacts to and celebrates the atmospheric backdrop. Due to the 
cinematic qualities of the landscape, this area is a key filming location. To accommodate this, the sculptural intervention could 
be designed to be easily obscured or removed and replaced during times of filming, or for it to be designed as a temporary 
installation only.

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years 
(Flexible)

WT005 None

BP VA008 Sculpture 03 
This location has many of the qualities of the Peace Road/Hammer Junction location and in the same way would provide a 
fantastic backdrop for a large sculpture. The location is at the edge rather than centre of the main filming area, and may be 
considered a more appropriate location for a permanent sculpture. The location is also at the southern end of a proposed new 
avenue of trees (L013b), providing the opportunity for the feature to be the focal point of the vista.  

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years 
(Flexible)

L013b None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

BP VA003 Ford over the stream 
Currently the path running south from Rhododendron Culvert towards the lake is only passable via a stony ford across the 
stream. This makes this stretch of path difficult to use in wet weather. The introduction of a short length of boardwalk or some 
significant stepping stones would improve access as well as providing an attractive wet woodland feature. Making this section 
of path fully accessible is unlikely to be possible in the short-term and may not be desirable if works would compromise the 
character and habitat value of the space. A short alternative route (e.g. via Queens Drive) may need to be provided for any 
waymarked trails (e.g. WT002 & WT005) routed along this section of path.

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years 
(Flexible)

WT005 
VA001

None

BP VA004 
a or b

Heathland lookout 
A low timber viewing platform in this area will allow visitors to appreciate the mosaic of scattered trees, heather, scrub and 
ponds within the heathland. Two locations are currently under consideration, with the primary considerations being the extent 
and quality of the views provided and the requirement that the visual intrusion of the platform itself be minimised by locating 
it close to either a cluster of trees (VA004a) or the perimeter woodland (VA004b). Both locations would be on the proposed 
Habitat Trail route (WT005).

Outer
Spatial  
Plan

 5-10 years 
(Flexible)

WT005 None

BP VA005 Elevated wildlife hide 
An elevated hide to enable visitors to see how this area of open transitional heathland develops over time, and also to get a 
glimpse of heathland wildlife. The proposed location sits just to the south of a heathland pond, and provides extensive views 
north over Fulmershe Heath. The location also sits on the path running from the pond to Black Park Road which dissects the 
heath and provides a characterful walk with vegetation on both sides.

Outer
Spatial  
Plan

10-15 years 
(Flexible)

WT005 None

BP VA006 Sculpture 01 
The proposed location at the north end of the lake is a key hub within the park, with connections to all the main areas of the 
park. A sculpture, or alternatively a specimen tree, in this location would draw people into the park from the main car park and 
act as a key landmark to support wayfinding.

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

0-10 years 
(Flexible)

VF001 
WT001-05 

VA001
None

BP VA007 Sculpture 02 
The junction of Peace Road and Hammer Drive is one of the most evocative locations within the park. The clearing here 
would provide a fantastic location for a large sculpture that reacts to and celebrates the atmospheric backdrop. Due to the 
cinematic qualities of the landscape, this area is a key filming location. To accommodate this, the sculptural intervention could 
be designed to be easily obscured or removed and replaced during times of filming, or for it to be designed as a temporary 
installation only.

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years 
(Flexible)

WT005 None

BP VA008 Sculpture 03 
This location has many of the qualities of the Peace Road/Hammer Junction location and in the same way would provide a 
fantastic backdrop for a large sculpture. The location is at the edge rather than centre of the main filming area, and may be 
considered a more appropriate location for a permanent sculpture. The location is also at the southern end of a proposed new 
avenue of trees (L013b), providing the opportunity for the feature to be the focal point of the vista.  

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

5-10 years 
(Flexible)

L013b None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

Other Commercial (OC)

BP OC001 Event space 01 
A small clearing in the woods to the east of Queens Drive that would ideally suit small events, for example cinema and adult 
Forest School sessions.

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

0-5 years 
(Flexible)

None None

BP OC002 Event space 02 
A small clearing within Dark Woods that would ideally suit small events, for example cinema and adult Forest School sessions. Inter

Spatial  
Plan

0-5 years 
(Flexible)

None None

BP OC003 Event space 03 
If the GoApe activities were to migrate north as suggested (P005), the area of woodland immediately to the east of the main 
entrance would be freed up for another use. As described above, the Country Parks team are looking for small event spaces 
within the woodland compartments. The proximity of this area of woodland to the main entrance and car park, combined with 
the clearings and informal path infrastructure created by GoApe, would make this an ideal location for small events.

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

0-5 years 
(Flexible)

P005 None
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Park Code Development 
stage

Timeframe for 
completion

Linked to / 
Considered with

Pre-requisites

Other Commercial (OC)

BP OC001 Event space 01 
A small clearing in the woods to the east of Queens Drive that would ideally suit small events, for example cinema and adult 
Forest School sessions.

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

0-5 years 
(Flexible)

None None

BP OC002 Event space 02 
A small clearing within Dark Woods that would ideally suit small events, for example cinema and adult Forest School sessions. Inter

Spatial  
Plan

0-5 years 
(Flexible)

None None

BP OC003 Event space 03 
If the GoApe activities were to migrate north as suggested (P005), the area of woodland immediately to the east of the main 
entrance would be freed up for another use. As described above, the Country Parks team are looking for small event spaces 
within the woodland compartments. The proximity of this area of woodland to the main entrance and car park, combined with 
the clearings and informal path infrastructure created by GoApe, would make this an ideal location for small events.

Inter
Spatial  
Plan

0-5 years 
(Flexible)

P005 None
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AM001.01/02: CAR PARK IMPROVEMENTS

VA006-008: LANDSCAPE INSPIRED SCULPTURE

VF011: FOREST SHELTER

WT008: OFF-TRACK CYCLING IN RESTRICTED AREA

P003A-C: DESTINATION PLAY EQUIPMENT

VA001: LAKESIDE BOARDWALK

VA005: ELEVATED WILDLIFE HIDE

Precedent images
Precedent images are provided below for a selection of the 
interventions detailed in the Interventions Plan and Table 
above. These are intended to give a flavour of the types 
of intervention discussed with the Country Parks team. 
They capture some but not all of the qualities that might be 
appropriate for similar interventions in Black Park.
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P006: WOODLAND PLAY ZONE

VA002: WOODLAND BOARDWALK

VF003 & 005-006: VISITOR INFORMATION POINTS

WT001-003: WAYMARKED CYCLE & PEDESTRIAN TRAILS

AM010: HIGH FOOTFALL PATHS

VA006-008: LANDSCAPE INSPIRED SCULPTURE

VA004: HEATHLAND LOOKOUT

VA006-008: PLAYFUL SCULPTURE
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Section B5 and B6 above set out the interventions 
proposed as part of the Spatial Plan. Some of these 
address specific infrastructure improvements, e.g. 
AM009-011 Lakeside path improvements and L007-
008 Lake erosion mitigation, whereas others are 
focussed on new visitor facilities, e.g. VF001 Visitor 
building, or visitor attractions, e.g. VF004 Heathland 
lookout. The successful delivery of these interventions 
will need to be underpinned by upgrades and renewal of 
supporting infrastructure, i.e. path surfacing, furniture 
and signage. 

As part of the preparation of the Spatial Plan, a survey 
was undertaken of existing supporting infrastructure 
across the park. This identified the location and 
materiality of core items of furniture (e.g. seating, bins, 
signage and interpretation) and assessed the condition 
and accessibility of paths and tracks. 

This section summarises the results of the survey 
and details how the targeted renewal of infrastructure 
offers the opportunity to enhance visitor experience by 
both removing obstacles to access, e.g. paths in poor 
condition, and by improving wayfinding through the 
implementation of a consistent materials palette and 
approach to signage.

74

C1. SUPPORTING INFRASTRUCTURE
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PATH CONDITION AND FURNITURE DISTRIBUTION

Reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office. Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data © Crown 
copyright 2020. All rights reserved. Licence number 0100031673.
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Existing infrastructure - photo record

EXISTING SITE SEATING, BINS & SIGNAGE

LAKESIDE (N) -  NARROW ASPHALT PATH WITH SOME ROOT DAMAGE

QUEENS DRIVE (N) - WIDE STONE PATH WITH EVEN SURFACE

EASTERN WOODLANDS - UNMADE, BOGGY & UNEVEN PATH
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Infrastructure improvements
The successful delivery of the interventions identified 
in Sections B5 and B6 above, will require a parallel 
programme of upgrades to supporting infrastructure. As new 
interventions are introduced, staged improvements to paths, 
furniture, signage and interpretation will also be required. 
These improvements should be planned and designed 
to meet an agreed design code / materials palette. This 
does not require a one size fits all approach, but should be 
planned. Variations in design and specification can be used 
intentionally to reflect the nature and intensity of use within 
different zones, or to emphasise trails. 

The impact of path condition on use is not felt uniformly 
across the site. In high-use areas around the lake, moderate 
path condition (e.g. cracked and uneven asphalt) will have 
far greater impact than an unmade boggy path in the far 
north or east of the park. This needs to be considered 
in both the prioritisation and design of future path 
improvements. 

Wayfinding along trails will be key. Colour coded signage 
of a consistent design is a simple way to direct users along 
trails and allows points of intersection between trails to be 
easily identified. This will be crucial to delivering the flexibility 
required to enable users to create hybrid routes that connect 
sections of different distance marked or themed trails. Where 
feasible, consistent path surfacing and furniture selection 
should also be used to support wayfinding.

Traditional interpretation boards will continue to play a role 
in conveying the history, landscape character and ecological 
value of the park. However, other creative options exist 
to engage visitors more informally, e.g. surface mounted 
panels or through sculptural or artistic elements.

It is recommended that a simple design code and materials 
palette be developed to set a clear strategy for the design 

PRECEDENT IMAGES - SIGNAGE & INTERPRETATION
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C2. LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT
It was agreed at the beginning of the Spatial Plan 
project that the work should include the review of 
existing documented landscape management plans 
and, in parallel with the development of the Spatial 
Plan, identify recommendations for the development of 
landscape management practices within the park.

This section summarises the key conclusions of the 
review of existing management information, and sets 
out a proposed structure for the development of a new 
unified Landscape Management Plan for Black Park.
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Existing landscape management
Existing management plans were reviewed as part of the 
data collection and analysis phase of the project. The 
following conclusions were drawn from the review:

• A number of the landscape management documents 
have expired and will require updating along with the 
evidence base (e.g. ecology surveys) that informs the 
landscape management recommendations contained 
within them.

• The historical and background information contained 
within the plans is of high value as it provides a good 
insight into how the park can be managed for visitors 
and ecology going forward.

• The management recommendations contained within 
the plans is, in the main, ‘light touch’ and limited detail 
is provided on the actions to be taken or management 
operations required on the ground. 

As part of the workshop held with Country Parks team in 
September 2019, existing landscape management plans and 
processes were discussed. The following conclusions were 
drawn from the feedback provided:

• Whilst the quality of management is clear, the lack 
of both a clear vision and detailed management 
prescriptions is hindering the delivery, monitoring, 
evaluation and evolution of management practices. 

• Management is not as proactive as it could be and 
the lack of a documented site-wide strategy hinders 
decision-making on the allocation of resources to 
management and maintenance projects.

• A lot of the detail for maintenance operations is held 
as personal knowledge. Therefore, approaches can be 
inconsistent and there is no documented standard used 
to guide new recruits.

Developing a unified Landscape Management Plan
It was agreed with the Country Parks team, that the Spatial 
Plan should be structured in a way that would support the 
development of a single unified Landscape Management 
Plan for the park. A unified plan tied to the vision and 
strategic objectives established in the Spatial Plan would 
support decision making at both strategic and practical 
levels, and help to deliver the park’s short, medium and 
long-term aspirations. 

The unified Landscape Management plan will form part of 

a suite of documents that will guide the future development 
of the park. The diagram below sets out the relationships 
between the management plan and these other documents 
and data sources. The content of the documents listed will in 
turn be informed by legislation and the Corporate Strategy. 

The Landscape Management Plan will not replace or 
duplicate management information agreed with external 
bodies, or existing detailed operational plans where these 
remain relevant and align with the vision and objectives of 
the park.

It is proposed that the management plan be for the duration 
of 10 years with an informal biannual review to ensure the 
plan is meeting the needs of the Park.
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As detailed in Section B above, the Black Park Spatial Plan 
introduces two new geographic sub-divisions within the park 
– Zones and Character Areas. These have been designed 
to aid decision making in relation to new capital projects 
and landscape management. They help to bridge the gap 
between consideration of the whole 250 hectare site and the 
121 individual field compartments referenced in the existing 
Woodland Management Plan (WMP) Plan of Operations. The 
diagram on the facing page provides a high level structure 
for a unified plan organised around these geographic units. 
Each of the key layers is summarised below.

Site wide management policies
The Spatial Plan establishes a Vision for the landscape 
of Black Park and a series of Strategic Objectives for its 
delivery (see Sections B2 & B3). These will guide the setting 
of the unified Landscape Management Plan, informing 
decisions on the development of landscape management
policies that address key site-wide management concerns, 
including:

• Visitor experience;
• Nature conservation;
• Trees;
• Filming;
• Events;
• Resources;
• Health and safety;
• Climate change; and
• Pest and diseases.

These policies will address both existing management 
obligations and demands, those that will arise during the 
implementation of the Spatial Plan, and those driven by 
external factors (e.g. climate change). 

The three Zones identified in the Spatial Plan provide 
the opportunity, where relevant, to consider how the 
implementation or emphasis of certain policies (e.g. visitor 
experience, nature conservation or filming) could vary in the 
different areas of the park.

Assessment of condition & significance
As acknowledged in Section B1, the three zones identified 
within the Spatial Plan are not sufficiently homogeneous 
to inform the setting of practical landscape management 
priorities and actions. For this reason, 12 Character Areas 
have also been defined. These areas have a high degree of 

consistency in land cover, landscape character, type and 
intensity of use and nature conservation requirements, and 
consideration at this level will support a targeted approach to 
management. The development of landscape management 
priorities and interventions would need to be informed by 
an assessment of each Character Area, covering factors 
including:

• Its significance (within the park, locally, regionally, 
nationally);

• Its condition;
• Its most valuable features;
• Its current management requirements/demands/

priorities;
• Any constraints and challenges related to management 

& maintenance;
• Anticipated changes to management and maintenance 

required to support delivery of the Spatial Plan; and
• Management aspirations.

Such an assessment will result in a detailed understanding 
of significance and condition of each Character Area, and 
allow the setting of the overall management approach, i.e. to 
create, reinforce, conserve or restore.

Landscape management interventions 
Following the assessment of significance and condition, the 
next stage would be to identify the specific management 
interventions required to deliver the management approach 
identified for each Character Area. For example, a 
management intervention to support the approach ‘create’ 
in a Character Area identified as significant for ecology, 
might be to - “look to create additional standing deadwood 
resources within the woodland areas”.

Each intervention can be assigned a priority which will 
inform decisions on the time frame and the resources 
required to support delivery.

Landscape management & maintenance operations
The delivery of the identified management interventions will 
require a suite of management and maintenance operations. 
These can be drawn together from existing operational plans, 
with gaps in coverage identified and filled with new content.
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PROPOSED LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT PLAN STRUCTURE
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The development of the Spatial Plan is the first stage in 
a long-term programme of work to deliver a park that 
meets the Vision set out in Section B1. Achieving this 
goal will require the commitment of all staff working 
in the park, as well as co-ordination and partnership 
working with other teams within the Council, and with 
outside organisations and agencies working in the 
region. This section sets out the next steps for plan 
implementation and makes recommendations for the 
periodic review and update of its content.
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Spatial Plan implementation
The Spatial Plan provides a framework to guide decision 
making. It is the starting point for the delivery of 
improvements that are well planned, timely, coherent and 
in keeping with the character of the park. The successful 
implementation of the plan will require:

• Awareness of the plan within the Country Parks team 
and more widely amongst the Council; 

• The development of a suite of supporting documents 
that align with the structure and content of the plan;

• A review of the resources and skills required within the 
team to support implementation;

• A detailed assessment of the near-term interventions to 
establish a delivery plan; and

• Consultation with other organisations, e.g. the Colne 
Valley Regional Park, to identify areas of overlap and 
shared priorities. 

The establishment of a delivery plan will require the more 
detailed prioritisation of interventions, including consideration 
of their feasibility, costs and interdependencies. 

Spatial Plan review
The Spatial Plan should be reviewed at intervals of no 
greater  than 5 years. This will ensure that the plan remains 
relevant. The review process will allow for consideration of 
changes to external factors (e.g. planned housing), and for 
adjustments to be made in response to the preparation of 
the supporting documents and the detailed assessment of 
interventions.

INTERVENTIONS PLAN
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